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Fines threaten
student privacy

198 days until graduation

"I think some students feel that
there. are better uses for the fines
Some students living in North than just handing them over to
Avondale who were fined for host- NANA," said senator James Bowling disruptive parties have been re- ing. "The money should benefit the
quired to make their payments di- university and not a neighborhood
rectly to the North Avondale Neigh- organization that has no power over
borhood Association (NANA) .Xavier students."
rather than Xavier. In doing this,
At a forum held on Oct. 13 to
students are disclosing to NANA discuss issues concerning Xavier
their names and addresses, which students and NANA, some students
are printed on their - - - - - - - - - - - - - objected to the
personal checks.
"/don't think it's
direct payment
According to
of fine money
Xavier's student right that Xavier
to
NANA,
handbook, all diswhen the handci plinary matters requires students to
book states that
involving students
all fine money
are to remain con- give our t eir
is to be used
BY SARAH KELLEY
Senior News Editor

h

fidential. The con- _persona/ in.formation within Xavier
fidentiality clause
".It.
for educational
programming.
states, "The name, to NAN"A. J don't
"I think the
status and offense
of an>' student will want strangers to
fines should
not be discussed
stay within
with anyone other know my name an
Xavier to go to
student activithan the appropria ress.
ate university offities and organi. - Mike Napier, zations," said
cials."
"I don't think
Senior Napier.
it's right that
Senior Pat
Xavier requires students to give out Wilde, another resident of North
their personal information to Avondale who was required to write
NANA," said senior Mike Napier. a check to NANA for the fines im"I don't want strangers to know my posed after hosting a disorderly
name and address."
party also has concerns about givNapier and several of his room- ing money to NANA.
mates, who lived on Marion Avenue
"I want to know where my
in North Avondale last year, were money is going and find out how it
fined for having a disorderly party is benefitting me as a resident of
last fall and were required to make North Avondale," said Wilde. "I
payments to NANA.
haven't seen any betterment in the
"I think students are bringing up neighborhood since I moved here
a very valjd point, and it is some- last year."
thing we need to address," said ExWilde and his roommates were
ecutive Director for Student Ser- required to pay approximately $500
vices Dr. Luther Smith.
in fines to NANA for having one
Xavier issues disciplinary re- party, which was deemed disrupports pertaining to incidents wh~ch tive.
occur in North Avondale to NANA
According to Napier •. several
on a regular basis, but they do not members of NANA were called by
reveal the name and status of stu- Xavier to be present at his disciplindents involved.
ary hearing as witnesses.
"We are concerned with the con"They did not answer any quesfidentiality of students," said Smith. tions regarding the incident, they
"Having students pay NANA di- just lectured us about having parrectly took an extra step out of the tie~,'' said Napier. "I really don't
process, but we can make changes see why they needed to be there."
to this process."
It states in the handbook that the
Smith suggested the possibility University Discipline Board, which
of having" students in the future presides over hearings, can request
write their ·checks to Xavier to be the presence of witnesses at a sturelayed to NANA.
dent hearing.
Xavier's Student Senate plans to
"Students are upset because they
address the issue by discussing dis- feel NANA has jurisdiction over
cipline proceedings and the disper- them as Xavier students," said
sion of fines with administrators.
Bowling.
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PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY

Hassan Al-Rawas (far right corner) followed our camera around Dana's last Thursday during
Senior Night. This was one of the many Senior Board-sponsored events planned to
promote class unity, help seniors unwind after a stressful week and allow them to
temporarily forg~t that graduation is less than 200 days away.

Greek organizations celebrate
BY SARAH KELLEY
Senior News Editor

Xavier's Greek organizations are
sponsoring a week-long celebration
to promote awareness of the African-American chapters on campus.
The main event of the week will be
the Greek Fest on Saturday, Nov.
6, where fraternity and sorority
members
will
perform
"Stepshows," theatrical performances involving music and dance.
In addition to Delta Sigma
Theta, Inc~. Alpha Kappa Alpha,
Inc. and Alpha Phi Alpha, Inc.,
Xavier's three Greek chapters, six
other organizations will be represented.
"Stepshows are a form of dance
and expression that involve music
and dance," said Delta Sigma Theta
member Tara Viney. "Each organization performs a different act
which incorporates a theme."
The show will be judged by representatives from each chapter. The
sorority and fraternity with the best
performance will win $1,000 each.
All are invited to attend the performance, which begins at 7 p.m.
in the O'Connor Sports Center. The
cost of the event is $10.
Following the Greek Fest perfor-
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mance, there will be a party in the
cafeteria, where there will be music and dancing. The cost to attend
the party is $5.
"The purpose of the Greek Fest
is to promote unity among Greeks
and other students on campus," said
Viney. "We want to promote diversity on Xavier's campus."
Prior to the Stepshow, there will
be a variety of events throughout
the week to inform students of the
purpose of Greek life.
On Monday, there will be a
Greek forum, entitled "Intro to
Greek Life," at 8 p.m. in the Terrace room. The purpose of the forum is to address questions students
have about fraternities and sororities.
"We want to inform people that
Greek organizations aren't just
about parties and social events,"

said Viney. "My sorority is founded
on public service. Other organizations focus on Christian principles
and uplifting the community."
Xavier's Black Student Association social committee is sponsoring
an event entitled S'More Music on
the academic mall on Wednesday.
All are welcome to join in the festivities and enjoy music and refreshments, including s'mores.
A community service day, sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta, Inc.,
will kick off Thursday's events.
Students interested in joining in the
service event, which will entail
serving food to the needy at Mount
Zion Baptist Church, should meet
at the circle at 3:45 p.m. Later that
night, Alpha Phi Alpha, Inc., is
sponsoring a dating game.
Xavier students will then have
an opportunity to showcase their
talent at Apollo Night, Friday night
in the University Center Theatre.
On Saturday morning, students
will have another opportunity to
take part in community service in a
campus clean-up project sponsored
by Zeta Phi Beta, Inc.
"We want everyone to come out,
because it's not just an African
American experience," said Viney.

SPORTS:

DIVERSIONS:

"'We want everyone

. ' not JUSt
.
to come ... its
an Aftican American
.
"
exprience.
-Tara Viney,
Delta Sigma Theta
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Flu shots
Now through Wednesday,
Nov. 24, flu shots will be available on weekdays, from 1- 4 p.m.,
at the Health and Counseling
Center. The cost for the shot is
$10, which can be charged to an
individual's bursar bill. The flu
vaccine prevents the flu in about
90 percent of those who get the
shot. It also greatly reduces the
severity of the symptoms in those
who get the flu. The viruses that
cause the flu vary from year to
year; therefore it is necessary to
get the vaccine annually. Last
year's flu shot will be ineffective
against this year's flu.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY PHILIP VON FURSTENBERG

Schmidt Hall
The entrance of Schmidt Hall
on the University Drive side of
the building will be closed until
early December. It will be closed
for the construction of new steps
for the building. Please use the
new entrance on the academic
mall side of the building.

Men1orial Mass
On Thursday, Oct. 28, at noon,
there will be a memorial Mass for
John Pohlman, education and
academic adviser, who died on
July 11. The Mass will take place
in Bellarmine Chapel. All members of the Xavier community are
invited to attend. Jayne Pohlman,
John's wife, plans to be present.

Career network
The Cincinnati chapter of the
National Alumni Association is
hosting its third annual StudentAlumni Career Networking Night
in the Terrace Room on Wednesday, Oct. 27, from 6-8 p.m. The
event offers a great opportunity
for students of all class years to
meet with alumni in various career fields. They can find out
what degrees are needed for a
particular career and available
job opportunities. Xavier's
graduate programs and Career
Services Center will also be
available to answer questions regarding graduate school, internships and co-ops. Career·areas
represented include: investment
management, human resources,
education/counseling, accounting, international relations, marketing/sales, law, social services
and health services. Call Nancy
Meiers at 745-3081 for more details.

Food drive
The Student Athletic Advisory Committee will sponsor a
food drive on Wednesday, Oct.
27. A number of drop-off sites
will be established around campus for canned goods and other
non-perishable items. Dro-poff
sites are: Hinkle Hall, front office of O'Connor Sports Center,
Schott dining hall, Office of the
Registrar, third floor of CBA, athletic office in O'Connor and Elet
Hall.

The Latin beat moves students at Friday's Latin Dance, which was sponsored by the International Students' Society, the Spanish
Club, the Diversity Theme House, BACCHUS, Weekenders and SAC. More than 200 students attended the dance.

Students groove to Latin beat
BY CAROLINE CRISPINO
Co11tributing Writer
More than 200 students spent
Friday night in the Cafe grooving
to Latin American music and showing off their Latin American dance
moves at Xavier's first Latin Dance.
. The goal of the dance, sponsored by the International Students'
Society, the Spanish Club, the Diversity Theme House, BACCHUS,
Weekenders and SAC, was to give
students a taste of the energetic
disco-culture of Latin American
countries.
"Xavier students were willing to
challenge themselves to do something new and different," sophomore Gustavo Rodriguez, president
of the Spanish Club, said.
"It was so much work, and every
student involved took a strong lead-

ership role. Everyone was committed and very enthusiastic."
President of the International
Students' Society, Natalie
Lawrence, said, "I wanted the
dance to bring more cultural diversity to the campus. Latin music is a
good way to get people together.
"Everyone that was involved
did a great job with the decorations.
The cafeteria was transformed."
The Cafe was covered in streamers, flags of many Latin American
countries, a U.S. flag, a disco ball
and strobe lights. Mardi Gras beads
were also thrown out into the
crowd, a Latin American custom.
The DJ played a variety of authentic, popular Latin American
hits, as well as popular music from
Jennifer Lopez and Ricky Martin.
"The music of Latin American

countries is completely different,
and we wanted to bring something
new to this dance," said Rodriguez.
"Traditionally at Xavier dances,
the music played is very repetitious, but with Latin American music everyone can dance," said
Cailin Hogan, sophomore member
of the Spanish Club.
"I think everyone really enjoyed
learning the dances, because everyone could dance together."
Two dance instructors were
available to teach students the meringue and the salsa, popular Latin
American dances.
"The instructors were only supposed to be teaching for an hour,
but they were having so much fun
dancing that they stayed the entire
dance," said, Rodriguez.
Sophomore SAC member Abby

Gallo said, "I was amazed with how
the dancers could move and I
wanted to learn how.
"The instructors would come up
to you and show you. It was a very
fun dance."
At midnight, Quiana Quirles
won tickets to Ricky Martin's concert on Dec. 4 at the Firstar Center.
Other door prizes were also
awarded, such as gift certificates to
Latin American restaurants and
markets, a basket of Latin American foods and a piiiata.
BACCHUS provided non-alcoholic margaritas, pina coladas and
strawberry daiquiris.
"We would definitely love to
have another dance next semester
because of the great turnout we had
this first year," said Rodriguez.

Priority Registration· Information
REGISTRATION
The spring schedule of classes
is available in the Registrar's Office. Registration is Nov. 9-16
from 11 :30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Students should consult the
Registrar's bulletin board in Alter
for the exact time and date of their
registration appointments. Students may only register after that

time. All'students should register
before the end of priority registration on Tuesday, Nov. 16.

PAYMENT PROCEDURES

Billing statements will be
mailed to registered students during the week of Dec. 3. The reACADEMIC ADVISING . quired payment along with the payStudents must mee.t with their ment option form must be received
academic advisers prior to register- by the Bursar no later than Wednesing. You can find the name of your day, Jan. 5, 2000. The student's regadviser by consulting the Advising istration may be cancelled if payment is not made by"Jan. 5.
Center bulletin board in Alter.

MIDTERM GRADES
Students may print a copy of
their midterm grade report cards
in the Registrar's Office by using
their All-Cards.

CLASS WITHDRAWAL
The final date for undergraduc
ates to withdraw from fall fullterm courses is Friday, Nov. 19.

Compiled by Sarah Kelley

Police Notes
Tuesday, Oct 19, 6:15 p.m. Two lockers in the men's dressing
room at O'Connor Sports Center
were broken into and cash, credit
cards and a wallet were reported
missing. A suspect was identified
and Xavier police, working in
conjunction with Northern Kentucky University police (who
have faced similar problems), arrested a 39-year-old non-student.
The suspect was arrested on the
campus of NKU and was found
with property stolen from
O'Connor Sports Center on his

person. He. was charged· with re-·
ceiving stolen goods, burglary .and
possession of criminal tools. An
investigation is ongoing to determine if the suspect was also in- ·
volved in the Oct. 8 thefts at the
sports center.
Wednesday, Oct 20, 1:40 p.m.
- A window on the west side of
the Armory was found damaged. It
appeared to have been struck with
a ball.
Thursday, Oct. 21, 5 p.m. -A
washing machine in the basement
of Brockman hall was fourid to be
damaged. Several dents were found
in the side of the machine.

,Saturday, Oct 23, 2:15 a.m..A student was cited for underage
possession of an open container of
alcohol. At the same time, another
student was cited for underage consumption of alcohol.
Saturday, Oct. 23, 9 p.m. - A
student was issued a misdemeanor
citation for writing graffiti on the
inside of a Xavier shuttle van.
Monday, Oct. 25, 12:30 p.m.A student was issued a misdemeanor citation for telephone harassment of a university official.

Police Note
ofthe Wiik
Wednesday, Oct. 20, 7:15
p.m.- Campus police responded to a report of a domestic argument/fight on the
academic mall. A 17-yearold female non-student was
arrested on four outstanding
·warrants.
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Xavier seeks leaders Senior Board plans final activities
be a sophomore or a junior with a
2.75 or higher GPA. Attendance at
To create a nucleus of student each of the five leadership sessions
leaders, Xavier is starting the Citi- is also required, so students may
fully benefit from the speakers and
zen Leader Program this year.
"I'm very excited by the idea of contribute to the overall experience.
this program," said Kimberlie
Goldsberry says the program will
Goldsberry, director for leadership help students address the needs of
and orientation and staff organizer their community - both on camof the Citizen Leadership Program. pus and off - by using the
"I believe it can be very valuable strengths that are already there to
improve the elements of the comto our student community."
Students who become involved munity that warrant attention.
She also hopes members of the
with the program will experience
five leadership sessions.
"groundbreaking class" of the proOne session will be devoted to gram will assist in the leadership of
each of the following topics: team next year's program, undertaking
building, education, health and "alumni roles" and offering advice.
safety, community service and govXavier staff members have already been asked to nominate proernance.
The goal of the program is to spective candidates, but those who
create "students on Xavier's cam- were not nominated ma:y still appus that are like designated lead- ply.
ers," said sophomore Michelle
Applications are available in
Manassah, selection coordinator. the Student Services hallway of the
They will become "a resource of University Center and must be
leadership" on which the univer- turned in by noon on Nov. 10.
Information sessions will be
sity can depend.
The program will be headed by held at 1:30-7 p.m. on Nov. 1 in the
Goldsberry and a three-student Emory Board Room on the second
committee of the Peer Leadership floor of the University Center. All
Team "--- Manassah; junior Greg interested students are invited to
Carpinello, curriculum coordina- attend.
The selection process will be
tor; and senior Jennifer White, locomplete by early December, and
gistics coordinator.
The program will be limited to the first leadership session will be
25 students, each of whom will be from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. on Saturday,
chosen by the committee. The Jan. 15. The remaining sessions
number is limited in order to facili- will be on Sundays from 1-5 p.m.
All sessions will be in the Emory
tate maximum interaction.
To be eligible, a student must Board Room.

BY BRYAN RIECHMAN

BY AMY SCHELL

Campus News Editor

Assistant Campus News Editor

r-- ----

Senior Board is responsible for
planning all social events and activities for seniors throughout the
year.
The board, which consists of 10
seniors and two juniors, is a "12member team that meets weekly to
implement programs for the 'up and
coming' graduate," said Senior
Board member Kelly Klamo.
The rest of the board includes
juniors Ben Dehner and Anna
Lorenz and seniors Liz Archer, Shannon Cassidy, Cecily Van Dyke,
Katie Fritsch, Paul Kobelesky,
Jennie LeMaire, Joe Nugent, Jackie
Schiavone and Angie Siegler.
"The overall goal of Senior
Board is to have events throughout the year that seniors can get
together at and have some fun;' said
Fritsch.
Some of the events Senior Board
has organized since the beginning
of the semester have included
Karaoke Night at the Woods, several Senior Nights at Dana's, and a
Reds game.·
Earlier this semester, Senior
Board also co-sponsored Alcohol
Awareness Week with BACCHUS
and several other clubs.
"Senior Board plans activities
that enhance the experience of the
senior class throughout the year
through different social events and
programs," said Archer, chair of senior board.
Upcoming events include a Se-

O.bio ~ 2Jesl 7.briji Ofore
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"Senior "Week is a
celebration after four
years ofcontinuous
hard work. It's a
week to have the
opportunity to do all
the stuffthey won't be
able to do again. "
-Junior Ben Deahner,
Senior Board member
nior Happy Hour on Friday, Oct. 29
at McMurphy's Irish Pub, with special drink prices for seniors from 47 p.m.
A study break at Dana's is
planned during exam week, and
other possible events may include
attending a hockey game or ice
skating.
A big board-sponsored event
coming up is "Back to the Cafe,"
which will be held the Sunday after the Homecoming Dance, Nov.
21.
"We thought a lot of people have
a strong connection to the Cafe sitting with friends, enjoying allyou-can-eat food, so we planned
this event," said Lorenz.
Seniors are invited to have
brunch in the Cafe from 11 a.m. until 1:30 p.m. for $3.

Cooperative Education
(Co-op)
Seminar

4619 Montgomery Rd., Norwood; 9529 Pippin Rd., Cincinnati;
1813 Monmouth, Newpmt

.
.
..
·
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"
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.
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The major activities planned for
the year will take place during Senior Week, which is immediately
after finals.
There are usually two events per
day, and the types of events are
pretty traditional, Fritsch said.
There will be a student-faculty soft. ball game, and the week will end
with the Senior Ball, which takes
place downtown.
"Senior Week includes a wide
range of activities for people interested in different things," said Archer.
"It's a chance to spend quality
time with your classmates before
graduation. Senior week is the
grand finale."
The planning stage for this week
of activities will begin soon.
"Senior Week is a celebration
after four years of continuous hard
work," said Deahner. "It's a week
to have the opportunity to do all
the stuff they won't be able to do
again."
The board is committed to providing fun social outings to bring
seniors together during their last
year of college.
"What we do is plan events for
seniors, so we want to plan things
they want to do," said Lorenz.
Student suggestions are always
welcome.
Call the Senior Board hotline at
745-3555 with suggestions or for
more information about Senior
Board activities.

Date:
Time:
Location:

October 27, 1999
4p.m.
CBA 19

- Learn how YOO can co-op and gain
real work experience, earn credit and
get paid!
·
- Panel discussion with current co-op
students.
- Packets of information.
- Don't forget to bring your resume!

• Nike • Champion •
• Tommy Hilfiger • Levi • Guess

For more lntbrnwtlcm, call Kathy
Mcauskyat 745-4869.
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Buchanan splits for Reform Party
BY JAMES WARREN
· AND MICHAEL TACKETT

Peace talks
begin in Colombia

table of the latest Israeli-PalestinChicago Tribune
ian peace agreement. ,
FALLS CHURCH, Va. - PugAnd the recent delay, caused
nacious Pat Buchanan has decided
RIO DE JANEIRO - After by disputes over procedures that
he'd rather switch than fight.
nearly a year of false starts, revealed distrust on both sides,
His resignation on Monday from
dashed hopes, and spiraling vio- hinted at the difficulties that lie
· the Republican Party to seek the
lence the Colombian government ahead as Barak aims to forge a fipresidential nomination of the Reand the country's principal Marx- nal peace agreement under a tight
form Party was at once a reflection
ist guerrilla group began formar deadline - by next September..
of his dwindling influence in the
On Monday, little fanfare
negotiations Sunday aimedat endGOP and of his hope to fashion a
ing more than three decades of marked a moment the Palestinians
new coalition of discontented vothave long awaited, the re-creation
violent civil conflict.
ers.
Meeting at a site deep in a of a link between the two cultures
"Candor compels us to admit
rebel-controlled zone, a govern- and the two economies that make
that our vaunted two-party system
ment team and leaders of the up the Palestinian territories is a snare and a delusion, a fraud
Revolutionary Armed Forces of and the would-be Palestinian
. PHOTO BY CHUCK KENNEDY (KRT)
upon the nation," Buchanan told
Colombia (FARC) met to discuss state.
cheering partisans after noting his Lifelong Republican Pat Buchanan announces that he is leaving ·
Over the course of the day,
a 12-point agenda likely to. be as
"anguish and regret" at his exit from the GOP to run for the Reform Party presidential nomination.
some
600 Gazans out of the first
contentious as the preliminaries.
the GOP, ending a nearly 40-year pressive 1992 performance, in whatever sliver of the vote a third
The rebels are demanding an over-. 2,000 to obtain permits chose to
association with the party.
which he received 19 percent of the party can muster. For his part,
haul of virtually every aspect of make the journey. They passed
The address by the journalist- .vote, Perot slumped to eight per- Buchanan stuck to long-favorite
national life as a price for a nego- through checkpoints on both sides
turned-presidential aide~tumed TV cent in 1996,
themes of deriding the "cultural and
tiated settlement and have resisted with a total of four document inpundit was vintage Buchanan: agHow the Reform Party shapes moral pit" into which the nation has
demands that they give up kidnap- spections before they were cleared
gressive, nativist, muscular rheto- the 2000 race will largely be a func- fallen and pressing an America-first
ping and drug~trafficking, accord- to board the local buses to their
ric that was rife with metaphors. In .tion of its nominee. Buchanan agenda in which American soverfinal destination.
ing to The Associated Press.
a period of unprecedented plenty would seem to have the potential eignty mu~t be "fully restored"
"Look at us, hanging out the
Initial discussions about a nefor the nation, he decried what he . to draw both far right-leaning con- against encroaching organizations,
gotiating agenda began in Janu- windows, waving," Hamed
essentially deemed an Age of Too servatives and perhaps some work- notably the.United Nations.
ary but were almost immediately Malahi, 22, said as he pressed his
He co.ncluded with his characMany: too many government regu- ing-class Democrats receptive to a
suspended after guerrilla leaders face against the window pane of
lations, too many ·taxes, too many message of economic nationalism, teristic sense of grandiosity, underaccused the government of coop- the bus. "We look just like the
while Trump's impact is far less cer..: scoring that his is a missiqn conjudges and too many immigrants.
erating with right-wing paramili- freed prisoners," a reference to the
It also signaled something new tain, given his lack of political ex- ceived "in the name of the Foundtary units and demanded the death Palestinians recently released
for the fledgling Reform Party: perience.
ing Fathers" to do nothing less than,
squads be brought under control. from Israeli jails.
Any third-party candidate is "rescue America."
genuine competition. For the first
Talks resumed again in the spring,
"We will not quit this fight as
time, party founder Ross Perot ap- likely to win the votes of those most
however, and by early May the
parently will not be its standard discontented with the major parties' long as there is breath within us,"
government had announced that
bearer. Real estate developer choices. At this point, it is difficult he declared.
agreement on an agenda had been
Rich Williamson, chairman of
Donald Trump is expected to chal- to imagine a scenario. that would
GROZNY, Russia - Russian
reached.
the
Illinois· Republican Party, said
give
a
Reform
Party
candidate
any
lenge Buchanan for the nomination,
Recently, the government of. forces trained their guns on the
that
"Pat is a fading lion in the winsizeable
percentage
of
the
vote,
a contest that may well make the
Colombian President Andres Chechen capitalof Grozny yesterfight for the Democratic and Re- given the nation's prosperity and ter of his political career. This year
Pastrana has dropped its demand day, shelling its airport and subhe experienced dramatically declinpublican nominations seem down- lack of a galvanzing issue.
for some form of foreign moni- urbs just north of the city in an
Sunday, Trump called Buchanan ing support within .the Republican
right civil.
toring of the guerilla-controlled effort to weaken Islamic militants
The Reform Party's potential a"Hitler lover" and seemed to rel- Party ... We thank Pat for his work
zone. At the same time, the U.S. believed to be holed up there. ·
impact on the campaign is a matter ish the prospect of fighting it out for the GOP in the past. We open
The shelling followed a new
Congress is considering an emerof pure speculation. After his im- against the TV commentator for the door to let him leave."
gency aid package for Colombia, push Monday by the Russians towhich the rebels have strongly ward the city. Troops and tanks
criticized, that could entail as holding a ridge six miles north of
much as $1.5 billion in assistance, Grozny could be seen heading
BY JOHN MULLIGAN
moderate Republicanism and had through 1969 and served as Presimuch of it to the military, over the southeast to a major road that runs
AND
KEN
MINCilS
worked as one of a dwindling num- dent Richard M. Nixon's Navy sec-.
by the airport and into the city, ac- ..
next three years.
Knight~Ridder Newspapers
ber
of that breed in recent years.
retary until his unsuccessful run for
The formal start to the peace cording to a report filed by The
Democratic
Sen. Claiborne Pell's
WASHINGTON-'Sen.
John
Many
of
Chafee's
efforts
to
talks this past Sunday coincided Associated Press.
Senate
seat
in
1972.
H.
Chafee,
a
war
hero,
governor,
moderate
his
party's
hard-line
conMeanwhile, the Russian air
with a series of protest marches
.
He
was
elected
to the Senate in
servative
positions
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the
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the
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before
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was
the
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terms
out
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from
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Chechen capital
under fire

Rhode Island senator dies unexpectedly

West Bank,
Gaza Strip united
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THE·NEWSWIRE IS.LOOKING F.OR A·NEWS FEATURES EDITOR,
HELP ·WITH DISTRIBUTION
AND WRITERS· FOR ALL DEPARTMENTS.
CALL LAUREN AT-745-3607.
.THE NEWSWIRE.
CAN YOU REALLY FUT A PRICE ON EXPERIENCE'?

·EARN ·$26,500
FOR COLLEGE
IN JUSTl·YEARS.
Qualify for the Army's 2-year enlistment option and you
can earn up to $26,500 through the Army College Fund apd
Montgomery GI Bill. Not bad for two years' work.
Of course two years is just enough time to see ifArmy life
is right for you. It's also just enough time to make sure you're
mentally prepared for college, so by the time you get there
you'll be a little wiser and a little richer.
For specific information about the Army's 2-year option,
contact your local Army Recruiter or call 1-800·USA-ARMY.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE!
www.goarmy.com

THIS WEEK, SIX STUDENTS FROM THE NEWSWIRE STAFF ARE TRAVELING
TO ATLANTA FOR THE ASSOCIATED COLLEGIATE PRESS MEDIA
CONVENTION. PLEASE PRAY FOR A SAFE FLIGHT FOR OUR FEARLESS
TEAM. THANKS. SINCERELY, LN.M.

Are you looking to start your
career in the financial industry?
We are currently seeking
individuals who are pursuing a
degree in Accounting, Business,
or Finance to fill entry-level
positions in our Brokerage and
Trust Operations departments.

Our attractive compensation and benefits package is
designed to enhance your personal and professional
growth. For consideration, please call Carla Bostic at
(513) 744-8535 or send a resume, indicating position
of interest, to:

Fifth Third Bank
Human Resources
38 Fountain Square Plaza
Cincinnati, OH 45263
fax: (513) 744-8621
Equal Opportunity Employer.

.

Visit our web site at www.53.com .
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Free
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24 hour

helpline

321-3100
Pregnancy Problem
Center, East, Inc.
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EDITORIAL-

Extending diversity
Last Friday, Xavier's Latin
Dance in the Cafe'w~s a huge hit.
We had students from all ethnic
backgrounds doing the salsa and
meringue.
We at The Newswire would like
to congratulate
SAC, the International Students Society,
BACCHUS, the
Spanish Club,
the Diversity
Theme House
and Weekenders for celebrating diversity
among students.
This event
encouraged students to experience another
culture in a fun
and social environment.
· However, we would like to
challenge the Xavier community
to carry this further.
As part of our liberai arts education, students are required to
take a cultural diversity class,
which for most of us is EPU.
Although these classes expose
us to many different ways of life,
we need to further what we've
learned by actively trying to diversify our lives.
There are many campus events
.which allow us to explore diversity, but we need to take advantage of these great opportunities
for awareness and extend them.
How you ask?
Well, one of our biggest problems is lack of attendance to the

events that are held. For each racial or cultural event, the numbers
of attendees can almost be
counted on one's hands and usually the attendees are of the same
race or culture.
So where's
. the diversity?
Perhaps a
way to encourage participation in
these events is
to make them
mandatory for
class, or have
spea~ers as
part oflhe curriculum.
The turnout for the
Latin dance
proved we are
interested in
culture, so instead
of
awareness on just an academic
level, let's meet on a social plane
as well.
For example, th~ Cafe could
have cuisine from a different
country and international students
from that country could be there
to talk about their customs. in front
ofa captive audience.
Not only would students get to
sample exotic fare, but they might
also learn something about the
culture from which it comes .
Let's think of some other ways
we at Xavier can encourage diversity.

The turnout for
the Latin dance
proved we are
interested in culture,
so instead of
awareness on just an
academic level let's
meet on a social
plane as well
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Unhappy pairing>on X Day
BY JOSHUA COATES
Opinions and Editorials Writer

Last week, many of the students
of Xavier University took part in
Shantytown.
This program was coordinated
to raise awareness and promote action with regard to the homeless
population in the Cincinnati area.
Students had the opportunity to
attend concerts, speeches and even
sleep in one of the shanties set up
on the residential mall.
Various campus clubs and organizations paid for the opportunity
to put a shanw up on the mall, with
the proceeds· going to charity. o~
Friday, students also donated their
dinners to feeding the homeless.
While the purpose of
Shantytown was to promote awareness of the homeless problem,
many students were not well informed about it and its purpose.
This creates a big problem,
when you consider that it is students
who give tours to high school seniors who are prospective Xavier
students.
When asked about Shantytown,
some tour guides had no idea what
to say,· because they simply were .
not well enough informed on the
event.
On most weeks, this may not
have been a very big problem.
However, last Friday also happened
to be the first X Experience Day of
the year.
Typically, X Experience Days

bring in a large number of visitors,
many who are making their first trip
to Xavier. ·
.With these students come their
parents; who may be a little hesitant at the prospect of the heavy
investment of sending their child to
Xavier.
With Shantytown and the X Experience Day falling at the same

tim~, many somewhat nervous parents saw themselves confronted
•with a makeshift homeless comtimnity where students would normally
be playing F.risbee.
Despite the fact many tour
guides probably did an adequate job
of explaining Shantytown to their
tour groups, and there were signs
up on the residential mall explaining it, many visitors may have been

- L E T .T E R

ADAM ZIEMKIEWICZ
KRISTEN FEENEY
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CAMPUS

CAROLINE CRISPINO

T 0 ·T H E

turned off by the idea.
To some, it may have appeared
that Shantytown was a mockery of
the
serious
problem
of
homeles.sness.
Not all people value programs
such as Shantytown either, and
some of the more strict parents may
have been very worried about the
safety of such programs at the university. ·
For the Xavier community, it
seemed Shantytown was an effective way to spread awareness about
a problem which students can do
. .. .
something about
However, Xavier students have
also attended school here for at
least a couple of months, and they
are used to the practices of the university and the stress put upon service.
As a first impression to prospective students and their parents,
however, it may have come as a
shock and not made the best possible impression of the school.
While. many parents may have
been pleased to see students making an effort to be aware and help,
it is really more likely. that
Shantytown displeased more visitors than it impressed.
Although it is a good program,
next year it might be a good idea to
schedule it differently, so people's
first impression of Xavier is not one
which may instantly turn them
away.
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A

proposal to institute a noclass Friday study day before
finals week entails problems tha.t
were overlooked in last week's
Newswire editorial. \
Already, the SO-minute-long
courses meeting Monday, Wednesday and Friday have lQO minutes
less class time in Fall, and 75 minutes less class time in Spring, than
do the 75-minute-long courses
meeting Tuesday and Thursday.
To eliminate a Friday class from
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
courses would add to this disparity.
Furthermore, a full 75-minute
period
would'.be deleted from
the
·.
. . ''
.
'
'

In summary, class time would decrease at
the same time tuition will increase.
Wednesday and Friday 1:30-2:45
p.m. courses, and an entire lab
meeting would be lost from Friday
laboratory sections.
In summary, class time would
decrease at the same time tuition
will increase.
To .add an additional study day
to the weekend before finals, we
co.uld instead shift the daytime finals from their current Monday
through Thursday schedule to. a
•'I

I•.;.

I

I

l'

1.t

t., . •

•I,

I.•

I

Tuesday through Friday schedule.
Prior to 1996, we always held
finals through. the Friday of finals
week.
By reinstating Friday finals,
Monday would become a study day
(and both Christmas and summer
vacations .would become a day
shorter).

- Dr. Stanley Hedeen
Department of biology
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BY JOE KINNEY
··
·· .
· ·. · .
.
.
. : . ··
· · .. : .
Guest Columnist
As a former mental health professional working for four years
for a non-profit mental health
clinic, I would like to express my
concern for the collective welfare ·
of mentally ill people of America.
Although I feel certain
America is one of the best caregiving countries for mentally ill
people, there are problems present
I believe can only be remedied
The presence of prejudice in
But present Medicaid laws
through increased public aware- the electorate makes it politically mandate poverty on mentally ill
ness of the plight of people profitable for a politician to adopt people as a condition of receivthatprejudice too.
. . .. .
stricken with mental
"ing this rnedieal treatm~nt. :
.
·.· illness; .
Successful politicians reflect
Before explaining my thoughts
This poverty' mandate by the
on this matter, however, I wish to nearly all the views of the elec- government combined with dis- .
say that due to recent advances in torate, includfog prejudicial crimination by the health insurmedicine, mentally ill people are · views. Otherwise, a politician will ance industry has caused mentally
better off medically than ever be- find it difficult getting and stay- ill people to likely be the single
ing .elected.
. least wealthy class of people in the
fore in history.
In prior decades, little could be
Stigma attached .to mental ill- country.
done to remedy the symptoms of ness has many causes. FurtherMental illness is a curse of lifemental illness, and therefore, gov- more, it qoes not appear to be well long poverty in America and be·
ernment determined that the only understood. Btit it most certainly yond.
Then there is the issue of insuitable action to take in caring for is present.
To demonstrate this point, one carceration. Once medicines bementally ill people was to lock
them up for life in mental institu- might pose the question to parents came available which successfully
tions where they would have room with regard to. how they would treated mental illness, many hosand board and hopefully kind at- react if their teenage daughter or pitals were closed and the mentention from a carfog hospital son informed thern they wanted to tally ill were released in poverty
date a person known to have men- to fend for themselves in commustaff.
nities.
But today's medicines allow tal illness.
All the medical advances in the
many menfally ill people to reBut as the classic book, Les
cover from their illness and live world do not persuade most par- Miserables, by Victor Hugo,
near normal lives from a mental ents to think this action would be showed the condit!on of poverty
advisable for their teenage daugh- placed on people can naturally
health standpoint.
But even though medical ad- ter or son.
lead to their engagement in petty
But stigma also shows up in thievery.
vances have greatly enhanced the
mental health condition, the men- work relationships and in all facThis fact has caused an enortally ill still face many adversities. ets of life experienced by mentally mous number of mentally ill
One adversity has to do with ill people. From a practical stand- people to .end up in jails and pristhe level of representation men- point, the presence of stigma at- ons in America for punishment of
tally ill people receive from tached to mental illness most defi- relatively minor crimes.
nitely serves a prejudice.
elected government officials.
The condition of poverty also
Without full representation by affects the legal representation a
Because there is a social stigma
attached to mental illness, democ- · elected government officials, the mentally ill person receives in a
racy produces government offi- . mentally ill have been allowed for court of law when being defended
cials who reflect the views of citi- many years to be discriminated against criminal charges.
These people cannot, generally
zens who have prejudice against against by the health insurance ·
industry.
speaking, afford a private attorney
mentally m people.
Just as the 1933 democratically . Consequently, because health and therefore must rely on what
elected government in Germany insurance companies did not of- many times amounts to a complapursued policies reflecting preju- fer sufficient health coverage for cent defense, offered by a nondice against Jewish people, mod- people stricken with mental ill- caring public defender.
ern day democratic government in . ness, a huge portfon of mentally
Mental illness is a curse in a
America pursues policies reflect- ill people were driven to poverty modern day society. And it can
ing prejudice againsf mentally ill · by their illness.
strike anyone from any social
They would eventually find. strata.
people.
I believe it is in everyone's inSflid another way, for a politi- they could only receive medical
cian to get elected, he or she must treatment for their illness by rely- terest to improve the conditions
represent well the views of the ing on the. last resort option of uti- mentally ill people face in socilizing state Medicaid programs.
majority of citizens voting.
ety.

Because there is a· social.stigma attached .
to m.ental illness, ·democracy produces
government officials who reflect the views
ofcitizens who have prejudice against
mentally ill people.

BY DONALD WHITE.
College Press Exchange
One in six Americans lacks health
insurance. That's 44 million people,
including your friends and neighhors.
If that number doesn't frighten
you, how about this fact: "Those
more likely to lack health insurance
continue to include young adults in
the 18- to 24-year-old age group,
people with lower levels· of education, people of Hispanic origin, those
who work part time and people born
in another country."
· That's according to Jennifer
Campbell, the author of a census report released last week.
Eighteen to 24-year olds - that's
college-age people. We're among the
least likely to have health insurance.
This issue
affects all of
us directly,
since most
Americans
are only one
serious disease away
from the poverty
line.
Americans
who aren't
insured literally can't afford to get
sick.
The American health care system
is badly broken. According to Physicians for a National Health Plan,
more than 100,000· Americans lose
their health insurance every month.
Even many of those who are insured can't get the care they need.
Health Maintenance Organizations
(HMOs) actually provide financial
incentives for doctors to offer less
care.
This is a national disgrace. That
it's happening in the richest country
on Earth is obscene. Health care in
this country shouldn't be a privilege
only the very richest can afford; it
should be the birthright of every citizen.
That's the way it is in every other
industrialized nation in the world .
And it can be that way in the United
States as well. The answer is a single
payer national health care system.
Yes, the cost of health care would
be "socialized" under this type of
plan, in much the same way that
parks, police and schools are "social-

ized'.'.--:-.paidfor by public furids for
the benefit of all Americahs.
·
And furthermore, the cost of
health care in the United States
would actually go down under a
single payer plan.
Under the current U.S. health care
system, 30-35 percent of all health
care costs goes toward bureaucratic
red tape, like administrative costs,
billing and marketing and profits for
insurance companies.
Between 30 and 35 cents of every dollar spent on health care just
goes to pay for administrative costs.
Under a single payer plan, this
number could easily be cut in half.
In Canada, which has a. national
health plan similar to the one many
single payer proponents advocate,
only 8-12 percent of health care costs
go toward admin is tra ti on
and bureaucracy.
You think
government. is
inefficient and
managed care
plans
like
HMOs
are
more cost-eff e ct iv e?
Dream on!
The Medicare system run by the government - consumes only 2.2 percent of its revenue for administration.
Compare that to the 30-35 percent
under the current profit-driven health
care system in the U.S. and tell me
which one is ,more efficient and costeffective.
The current system is already a
disgrace, and as those recent statistics show, it's getting worse. The
problem is that health care in
America today is based solely on
what's best for the bottom line of
greedy insurance companies.
When health care becomes just
another commodity to be bought and
sold, we all suffer, especially those
who don't have access to the resources that will afford them quality
care. It's long past time for the federal government to institute a national health care system based on
the single payer model.
Health care for people, not prof- ·
its...-:. there's a slogan all of us, especially college students, can rally
around.

Health care in this
country shouldn't be a
privilege only the very
richest can afford; it
should be the
birthright ofevery
citizen.
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Rifle wins·at TTU
The rifle team continued on its
quest for a national championship
with a win at the Tennessee Tech
Golden· Eagle Match .over three
other teams.
The Musketeers totaled 6, 135
points to outdistance the Jacksonville State Red team (6,086
points), the Tennessee Tech Gold
team (6,026) and the Jacksonville
State White team (5,804). The XU
team's smallbore total of 4,596
and air rifle score of 1,539 were
tops in both competitions.
Freshman Thrine Kane led the
way for Xavier in both disciplines,
raking up a score of l, 151 in the
small bore and 393 in the air rifle.
Junior Shari. Jedinak (l ,151),
freshman Scott Kerr (1,150) and
sophomore Danielle Langfield
( 1, 144) rounded out the scorers in
the smallbore event for Xavier,
and the trio of Langfield (383),
freshman Joe Fitzgibbon (383)
and Kerr (380) finished the air rifle
scoring.
The rifle team will next take
aim against perennial power
Murray State at 9 a.m. in the Armory Saturday before hosting the
Walsh Invitational on Sunday and
each of the next three weekends.

-Matt Barber

Tennis .nets wins
over Pitt and DU
The women's tennis team
picked up two wins over the past
weekend, defeating Duquesne 63 and Pittsburgh 7-2 during the
dual match competition.
Sophomores Emily Senich (63, 6-3) and Beth Abraham (6-1, 60), junior Natalie Palmenter (6-1,
6-2), and freshman Maggie
Nafziger each won their matches
against the Dukes.
The XU women were also victorious in each of the three doubles
matches.
Senior Julie Roth teamed with
Senich to defeat a pair of
Duquesne's tennis players, 9-7.
'Freshman Lindsay Dressman
teamed with Beth Abraham to win
8-6, while sophomore Kerrie
Kramer joined forces with
Fraunfelder to win 8-5.
On Sunday the XU women
took on the Panthers of Pittsburgh.
The match's outcome would prove
to be no different than the day before.
The team again received strong
singles play from Senich (6-4, 6. l), Palmenter (6-3, 7-6(3)),
Fraunfelder (3-6, 7-5(5), 7-6(2)),
freshman Katy Wiles (6-0, 6-3),
and Nafziger who were all victorious against Pitt.
The women's tennis team will
next be in action in Columbus, OH
to take part in the Midwest Rolex
on Nov. 5-8.
The event will be their last
match of the year. The team will
look to go out in style and put an
exclamation point on the successful season they have had thus far.

-Joe Angelia
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.Playoff spot uncertai.n for Volleyball
XU women sweep Massachusetts but fall

~o

Rhode Island infiv~

BY JOE ANGOLIA

"It normally takes. a year to really
get the feel for the game, but they 're
·. making the adjustment."
Rohling hadcareer~highs in both
''digs with 13, and assists with 56
.·. ·against uMass; Janszen 'found herself on the receiving end several
of Rohling;·s assists, finishing the
night with 16 kills.
Osterday made several acrobatic .
saves over the course of the match,
including a split_ to fetch a low volley and a diving, one~handed save
on another play. Her efforts earned
her yet another double-double, finishing with 22 digs and 14 kills.
Bachus added a double-double
of her own, wracking up 13 kills
and 12 digs. As a team the XU
women finished the game with 88
total digs. Sophomores Amanda
Lang and Anna Yasuhara both
added to the team's total with 10
digs a piece.

Sports Editor

Things didn't get any easier for
the women's volleyball team last
weekend. The XU women needed
to sweep their . two-game
homestand to pull away from· the
pack, but instead found themselves
on the losing end of a five-game
match with Rhode Island on Saturday night.
Though the team did manage to
sweep· Massachusetts on Friday
night, a win over the Rams would
have made their playoff quest a lot
easier down the road. As it stands
now, the Musketeers are deadlocked in a three-way tie for third
place, with a playoff spot anything
but a sure thing.
XAVIER DEF. UMASS
15-13, 15-7, 15-9
On Friday night the XU wqmen
played host to UMass in front of a
frienqly crowd at Schmidt
Fieldhouse. The XU women had
defeated the Minutewomen. at
UMass back on Sept. 18 in four
games, but this time around both
teams were fighting for a playoff
spot.
The first game proved to be the
struggle that both teams expected.
After falling behind 0-2 to start off
the game, the Musketeers would
battle back to an 8-8 tie midway
through the first game.
Senior Jenny Janszen took the
serve with Xavier. trailing 8-9 and
torched UMass for two serving
aces. A block on the front line by
freshman Kate Wygant gave the
team an 11-9 lead.
The XU women built up a 1410 lead on the strength of two kills
by senior Beth Osterday and one,,
by sophomore Sara Bachus, but
were unable to put UMass away.
The Minutewomen twice avoided
match-point, and battled back to
within one point at 14-13.
The third time was the charm
though, as the XU women converted on their third try when
sophomore Angela Rohling set to
Janszen for the game point.
The XU women had a much
easier time in the second game.
After falling behind 0-3 at the start
of the game, UMass turned the
game around by going up 5-3.
Their scoring would stop there
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Sophomore outside hitter Jill Hampton recorded 18 kills last
weekend against UMass and Rhode Island.
however, as the XU women turned
up the intensity and took the second game 15-7, on the strength of
strong front line play from Wygant
and Janszen.
The· third game .would prove to

Team
1. Temple
2. Rhode I.
3. Xavier

A-10 Overall
8-1
14-4
8-3
12-6
7-4
16-6
Va. Tech
7-4
8-13
12-7
Geo. Wash. 7-4
6-5
6. Dayton
10-10
5-6
11-10
7. UMass
9-15
8. Duquesne 3-8
9. La Salle
1-8
12-12
1-10
10. Fordham
4-18

be the final, as the Musketeers held
off UMass, completing the sweep
with a 15-9 victory.
"We know that we can play with
UMass," said .head coach Floyd
Deaton. "We match up with them
well, because they don '.t have a big
banger who thunders the ball at us."
Several Musketeers had big
games in the sweep. Wygant played
well ·on the front line after being
inserted into the starting lineup,
teaming with Janszen for several
blocks. Wygant was also able to
contribute offensively, scoring nine
kills along with her 13 digs.
The presence of a freshman in
the starting lineup along with a setter who is still trying to make the
adjustment from being the backup
to the everyday starter did cause a
few communication problems
though.
"We've got a setter who's only
been starting for a week and a half
and a freshman in the middle who
lacks experience, and. their timing
is just way off," said coach Deaton.
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Friday, Od. 29

•Men's soccer vs. Fordham
at 2 p.m.
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Saturday, Od. 30

•Cross Country at Atlantic 1O
Conference Championships,
Philadelphia·

See VOLLEYBALL on page 9
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•Rifle vs. Murray State
at 9 a.m.
•Swimming vs. Butler
at 1 p.m.
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Tuesday, Nov. 2

•Volleyball vs. Wright State
at 7 p.m.

•Women's soccer vs.
Fordham at 7 p.m.

•Volleyball vs. Duquesne
at 7 p.m.
•Women's soccer vs. Virginia
Tech at 3 p.m.

RHODE ISLAND DEF. XAVIER
10-15, 15..;11, 11-15,
15-7, 15-11.
Saturday night brought Rhode
Islandto town, the same Rams who
had swept the Musketeers back on
Sept. 17. Both teams entered the
match at 7-3 in the A-IO, needing a
win to pull away from the rest of
the pack. Though the XU women
would play better this time around,
the end result would be the same.
In g~me one, the Musketeers
came out ready to play and managed to hold off the Rams fora 1510 victory. Rhode Island refused
to let the XU women build any
momentum though, turning the
tides in the second game 15-11.
After two closely contested
games, the third would not be a letdown for either team as both fought
the other for every point. This time
though, the XU women were able
to prevail, defeating Rhode Island
15-11 in the third.
Only one game away from a
needed win over Rhode Island, the
women entered game four looking
to put away the match. But the
Rams had other plans for the hopeful Musketeers.
As was the case for much of the
match, Rhode Island kept feeding
Christine Wilson in the fourth
game. Wilson consistently (31 kills

Sunday, Oct. 31

Home soccer matches take
•Women's soccer vs. La Salle
at 1 p.m.

•Men's soccer vs. La Salle
at 1 p.m. .
.
•Volleyball vs. Fordham
at 2 p.m.
•Rifle hosts Walsh rifle .match
at 10 a.m.

place at Corcoran Field.

Home swim meets take place
in the O'Connor Sports Center.

Home rifle matche~ take place
in the Armory.
Home games are in bold

of the

WEEK
WOMEN'S SOCCER VS.
FORDHAM
7 p.m. Saturday at
Corcoran Field

With their playoff spot already guaranteed, you might
think that this game is meaningless. Well you're wrong.
The XU women still have a
shot at winning the Atlantic 10
regular season crown, and that
my friend is definitely worth
coming to see.

SPORTS
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Scoreless weekend means two more. losses
Men's soccer comes close, IJutfails to find win.against Va. Tech, G. Washington
BY MATT BARBER
When the petition. goes around
to widen the goal by six inches in
each direction for next season,·
Xavier head coach Jack Hermans ·.
name will be at the top.
He has watched his Musketeers
put at leasf one shot off a post or
crossbar in every game this season,
including four this past weekend.
Seeing.as XU (4-12-1overall,1-8
in the Atlantic 10) was outscored .
3-0 in its two losses, and has had
seven one-goal setbacks this year,
such a change could have made a
big difference. But the Musketeers
must play with the standard-size
goal.
·
Two of the three goals scored
against Xavier came from Virginia
Tech (9-8, 5-4) in Friday night's 20 contest, and the third was scored
by George Washington (3-10-2, 2~
6-1) in overtime of a 1"0 match on
Sunday afternoon.
VIRGINIA TECH 2, XAVIER 0

Virgina Tech could still play its
way into the A-10 Tournament, and
a win over Xavier on Corcoran
Field would certainly help it to its
goal. This was obviously on the
minds of the Hokie players who
came out of the gates charging
against the Musketeers.
About five minutes into the first
half, VT was given two corner kicks
from whiCh they had good scoring
" . chances, but 'the XU defense was
up ~o the task. In the 20th minute,

score nil-nil .at the end of the first
period>.,
The first goal of the game came
in the· 60th mi~lite .when a Xavier
defender played
a bad'baU_back
to
. ._.
: .
junior goalkeeper Paul Wesseling.
Wesseling was forcedto kick the
ball into the Hokie attack, and one
of the Tech forwards settled the ball
and sent a shot into the lower-left
corner of the net.
The goal was all VT would need
to finish XU, but they added another off a breakaway in the 78th
minute; The Musketeers just could
not get their offense going much in
.the second half of the 2-0 loss.
'•,,

· Assistant Spor(s Editor
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l. Rhode I.
2. Duquesne
3. UMass
St. Bona.
5. Va. Tech
6. La Salle
Temple
8. Dayton
St. Joe's
10. Geo. Wash.
11.Xavier
12. Fordham

9-0
8-1
7-2
7-2
5-4 ·
4-5
4-5
3-5-1
3-6
2-6-1
1-8
0-9

13-2-1
11-4-2
12-5
9-8
9-8
7-9
· 6-9-1
7-7-2
3-13-1
3-10-2
4-12-1
. 0-18 :

Tech had another good opportunity,
but a scoring chance was headed
wide right.
Xavier was not without its own
offensive pressure, as in the very
· next minute senior forward Brian
DiBattista let a shot loose from the
top of the box that curved just wide
of the top-left corner of the goal.
Two minutes later, freshman defender Scott Hutchinson centered a
pass. for junior forward Josh
Hammerschmidt, who headed the
ball off the crossbar.
Less than 30 seconds later,
DiBattista sent a cross to
Hammerschmidt in· front of the
)goai, but his deflection' skimmed the
post as it went wide, leaving the

Voll~yball splits

two

·~

GEO. WASH, 1, XAVIER 0 (OT)

Xavier and GW were battling
for second to last place in the conference on Sunday, with XU needing a win to stay ahead of the
Coloriials, while both teams were
still on top of winless Fordham.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY VIVIAN WHITE
Just like on Friday, the opponent
Senior
midfielder
rv,aringo
Vlijter
(right)
challenges
a Geroge.
came charging out of the gate, as
Washington
player
for
the
ball
while
the
referee
looks
on from
twice in the first five minutes GW
behind.
players were loose in 'the Xavier
box, but their shots were high and coaches erupted in protest, and of the first, but the teams played
probably the referee blew the equally well in the sudden death
wide.
Xavier had a scoring chance in whistle a second too soon, but the overtime period. In the 97th
the 17th minute when senior goal was disallowed and the ensu- minute, the GW defense tried to
midfielder Maringo Vlijter played ing restart was uneventful.
clear a ball from in front of their
In the second half, the Muske- goal, but it deflected off of
a ball through the middle of the
defense to Hammerschmidt in the teers put their offense in .high gear, Spaccarelli and very nearly into the
GW box, but his shot went wide to outshooting George Washington, goal, hitting the right post.
11-4. Sophomore forward Andy
the left of an open goal.
In the last minute, of the first
In the 30th minute a bit of con- Crouch entered the game an.d overtime period,· the Colonials put
troversy. e~sued when sophomore · sparked the attack, putting three a shot off the post, regrouped, and
defender Rob Bakker made a bad shots on goal in the 20 minutes he with just 13 seconds left on the
clock, fired a ball into the right side
pass into the middle of th~ field. A was onthe field.
A header by Crouch off a cor- of the goal for the game-winner.
GW forward intercepted the ball
and made a breakaway run toward ner kick was saved by the keeper in
the XU goal. Trying to stop an al- the 58th minute, and in the 70th
THE FINAL COUNTDOWN
most sure goal, Bakker grabbed a minute, he one-touched a ball in the
Xavier will be. on the road for
handful of 'GW jersey, but let go box to DiBattis~a whose shot went its final two matches of the season,
right before the player entered the off the crossbar. Crouch' s last shot, taking on cellar-dwelling Fordham
box. The whistle blew and on the and one of Xavier's best chances in (0-18, 0-9) on Friday and sixth
continuation the Colonial player the game, went wide right in the place La Salle (7-9, 4-5) on Sun79th minute after a great centering day. With two wins, the best finish
shot the ball past Wesseling.
The referee, however, ruled that pass from senior midfielder David the Musketeers can hope for is a
the play was dead on a foul outside Spaccarelli.
four-way tie for eighth place with
Xavier was clearly the better the right combination of winners
of the box and granted GW a restart. The Coloni.al players and team in the second half, and most and losers in the rest of the A-10.

Continued from page 9
· Janszen, the team's only anfor the mateh) and efficiently (.464 swer to Wilson's attacks; was also
hitting percentage) pounded away able to come up with2 solo blocks
at the XU women.
and 3 block assists.
"We are a smaller quick team
ROAD TO THE PLAYOFFS
that struggles to match up with
teams that have a ,big hitter like
Things don'tget any easier for
Rhode Isl.;i.nd and Temple," said the XU women from here on out.
coach Deaton. ·"She (Wilson) was Four of the team's final five games
just like a woman among girls out are against teams currrently
there." ·
ranked in the top five.
Wilson's dominant play
. Every win counts at this point
sparked Rhode Island to a com- in the season. Each loss could be
mantling 14-0 lead in the fourth the one that keeps the team out of
game.
the playoffs.
Though, the XU women would
"We are playing with mirrors
BY JOE ANGOLIA
hold out to pull within seven, they out there right now, but are still
Sports Editor
eventually dropped the fourth managing to beat quality teams,"
The women's swimming team
game 15-7.
said coach Deaton. "What's hurtimproved to 3-0 on the season after
The final game proved to be ingusatthispointaren'tthethings
defeating Bradley 111-94 last
much of the same for the women; ·. that people can see, but the things
weekend. The XU women had
seven first place finishers in the 11
Wilson's constant attacks were that they can't see."
simply too much for the smaller
With the A-lO's eighth place
events.
Xavier team.·
Duquesne (3-8) and last place
Freshman Jody Schmal, who last
A strong team effort fell just Fordham (1-10) next up on the
weekend set a new Xavier record
short, as the Rams took the fifth schedule, you would think thatthe
in the 200 breast stroke, again led
game 15:..11.
XU women are in for an easy load.
the way, taking first place in two
"We tried in the fifth game, but · Looks can be deceiving though.
events.
"Duquesne is the first team to
Schmal finished first in both the
we just couldn'tstop them," said
coach Deaton.
beat Virginia Tech at home all year,
200 Individual Medley and the 100
Bachus led the way for the . and Fordham took Vfrginia Tech
Fly.
Her time in the 200 IM of
Musketeers in the losing effort, to five games," said coach Deaton.
finishing with her second double- . "We control our own destiny right
2: 19.84 was over four seconds
double of the weekend, after a 17 now, and need every win. we can
faster then the next finisher. Schmal
kill, 15 dig performance .. ·
get. Both of these teams are a lot
took first in the 100 fly after finOsterday finished with a game like us. We'll have to see who's
ished with a time of 1:03.7 nearly
high 18 digs, while Lang chipped gotten better since last time."
three seconds faster then the secin 10 digs of her own.
. The women managed to sweep
ond place finisher.
Rohling dished out 48 assists the Dukes and the Rams back on
Schmal joined teammates fresh- ·
man Eleanor Lancaster, junior
forthe match. Janszen found her- Sept. 24 and 25, respectively. A
· self on the receiving end of sev- repeat performance would be a
Rachel Reilly and senior co-captain
eralassists, finishing with. 11. kil~s. . major step t~.war~~ .a pl!lYOff}?~~~·. . . ~ancy. McD~nald to \Vin t~~ 4()0 .

Swimming defeats Butler

....-~~~---~~~~~~--~~~---~~~~~~~~~~

Medley Relay with a
time'
of
4:19.48.
Reilly
· took first in
the
100
breaststroke
after racing to a time of 1: 12.37, and
was also a part of the first place 200
Free Relay with freshmen Megan
Caldwell, Erin Dunn and Meghan
White.
Rounding out the women's
seven first place finishes were
White and Caldwell. White took
home first in the 1000 Free with a
time of 11:05.82, while Caldwell's
time of 2:05.23 was good enough
for first place in the 200 Free.
The men's team was also in action over the weekend against Bradley, .and was able to win their first
meet of the season (135-68) after
grabbing nine first place finishes.
Sophomore Geoff Brown and
sel!io~. B!l~ -~9s~~~c_~ ~«?~ _t~~ _V:'?-Y .

for the Musketeers, with each
player taking first in two different
events.
Brown finished in first place in
both the 200 IM and the 100 Free.
His time of 2:07 .08 in the IM was
two seconds faster than the second
place finisher, as was his time of
51.39 in the 100 Free.
Roschek took home first in the
100 Fly with a time of 54:57, and
added fell just short in the 200 Free,
losing to teammate freshman Eric
Persha who finished with a time of
1:56.36.
The relay team of freshmen Matt
Pellerite and Persha, junior Louis
Dissel and senior co-captain Andrew Nixon took first in the 400
Medley Relay after racing to a time
of 3:51.69.
Freshman Andrew Jordan ( l 000
Free), Dissel (50 Free), junior
Donald Rielag, and sophomore
Michael Bloomfield (500 Free)
each added first place finishes in
their individual events.
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Women clinch playoff spot with two wins
Muskies down Hokies and Colonials, just one game out offirst place tie with UD, UMass
through · the
BY JOHN THOMPSON
Sports W~iter
middle of the
Over the weekend, the women's
. defense unsoccer team eXtended its winning
contested and
streak to three games with convinc~ ·
nutmegged the
·keeper..··. ... •
ing victories over league opponents
Virginia Tech and George Washing.Virginia
,. -Tech came
ton while clinching a sRot in the
.. ,_,. .l, .. back to even
·
Atlantic 10 playoffs.
After early speculation as to
the score about
1. [)ayton
8-1
13-4
what Xavier team would show up,
1 Om i nu.tes
10-3-1
8-1
UMass
the Muskies took control of both
later, but it was
7-2
10-7
3. Xavier
games and moved a little closer to
all.Xavier from
7-9-1
4: Duquesne 5-4
there on out.
regaining their championship form.".,
11-7
4-5
5. Rhode!.
Junior Annette Gruber contin-"
Within two
Christie·
6. St. Bona; 3-4-2. 6-7-3
ued to put her mark on opponents
minutes,
8-7-1
3-5-1
7. St. Joe's
and the XU record books with two Reinshagen
sophomore
6-8-2
3-5-1
Temple
goals and two assists last weekend.
Megan Hasty
7-10
3-6
9. La Salle
· put home the
With head coach Ron Quinn
·va.Tech
7-9
3-6
absent for both games, the team acgame-winner
11.Fordham 2-6-1 3-10-3
complished whatthey knew they
with Gruber
Geo. Wash. 2-6- l 2-14-1
had to do under.the watchful eye of
. and
junior
a
assistant coach .Carrie Taylof; · · ·'
goalin
the first half, XU showed
Margaret Broe
poise
in
controlling'the
game long
Megan Hosty
both credited
enough for Reiilshagen to put home
XAVIER 3, VIRGINIA TECH 1
PHOTOS COURTESY with assists.
OF SPORTS INFORMAtlC;l.N
Ten min- a ball that had bounced around the
In what proved to be a physical
game which saw one Hokie sent off utes later,· Grub.er stepped forward penalty box offof a corner kick
for unsportsman-like conduct, to knock in a penalty kick and fin- from junior Erin Coley.
Gruber faked a couple of deXavier demonstrated the calm usu- ish the Muskie scoring ..
fenders and scored about six minally reserved for veteran teams.
XAVIER 3, GEO. WAS.H. 0
utes later to put Xavier up 2-0.
After a scoreless first half, XU
The.defense stayed strong long
set the tone in the second half with
Native Cincinnatians led the way
senior Christie Reinshagen scoring yet again for the Muskies in their enough for Hasty to tally her secsix minutes in on an assist from third straight victory and the play- and goal in as many games atthe
75:54, mark and the Muskies held
Gruber.
off-clinching win.
As Gruber was advancing
Reinshagen and Gruber, both on to a 3-0 win.
Xavier outshot the Colonials 18downfield, the ball was knocked out from Cincinnati, each scored in the
of bounds by a Hokie. She quickly rout of GW that completed a road 3 and displayed the defensive ability one would expect to see out of a
took the throw-in and hit a hard- trip sweep.
running Reinshagen who broke
Again, without a head coach or ·title contender.

THREE MUSKETEERS •
just 11 more points to pass
Having earr:ied their spot in. tlte Schuerman on the all~time list and
postseason tournament, it is time to move into second overal I.
give out even .more accolaijes to a
The XU women will close out
few individuals who have· helped . their season this weekend at home ·
the Lady Muskies make it sd far. . against Fordh~m and La Salle (FriHosty has come on lately to day at 7 p.m., Sunday at 1 p.m: rescore in big games and prove sh~ . spectively).
·· · Both teams are virtually elimi- ·
belongs on the field.
With her two scores this week- nated froin the playoffs, but would
end, she finds herself tied for third like nothing better theri to spoil the
on the team in scoring with 10 Musketeers hopes of a regular seapoints on five goals.
. son championship.
Reinshagen has also been hot ·
Fardham_currently sits at 2~6-1
latdy; scoring in four of the team's· : ·in theA-10 tied for last place with
last five matches, ,with three goals . _George Washington. The Rams
and an assistover. She stands sec- haven't fared much better outside·
ond on ~he team in scoring with 13 of the A-10, compiling just a 3-lOc
points on six goals and an assist.
3 overall record.
The Explorers have fared someAnd of course there is Gruber,
wlio leads the team in both scoring what better than the Rams. 'Going
(16) and'a_ssists'.(7).
· ·;into the final 'weekofpia:y, La Salle
Herefforts last·week, two goals : is tied with Virginia Tech for ninth
·. and two assists, earned her theAt- place in the conference at 3-6.
Iantic 10 Co~Player-of-the-Week
Outside of theA-10 though, the
award along with Temple's Brandi Explorers have wracked up a 7-10
Wright.
record, not much worse than our
Gruber's career assist. total is own Musketeers 10-7 ·overall
now up to 22, just four short of her record. ·
With some luck and a 'little help
sister Amanda's _school record~ Furthermore, Annette's three points in from the other teams in the conferthe Virginia Tech game raised her ence, especially the ones playing
career scoring tally to 100 points, Dayton and Massachusetts, the
·joining her sister Amanda and women could still end up winning
Marla Schuerman as the only XU the regular season crown.
soccer players in history to accomWhatever they do this weekend
plish the feat.
though, the XU women are already
After adding two more· points guarnateed a spot atthe Atlantic 10
with a goal in Sunday's win over tournament beginning on Novem-·::
George Washington, Gruber needs ber 5 in Massachusetts.

Cross country preps for A-10 Championships
Dickman, Sand named A-10 Performers-of-the-Week; Sand, 'Masters dre,,Rt)okies-of-the-Week
'·

was not a part of a full team, she
BY MATT BARBER
Assistant Sports Editor:
was not credited with the top finish
TheXavier cross country team in the team scoring. That honor
tuned up for next weekend's Atlan- went to Amy Mizzone of Calvin
tic IQ Championship by sweeping who ran an 18:41.
The Xavier men's team did not
the A-.10 Performer-of~the-Week
awards with some ·solid races by fare quite as well as the women,
senior Dave Dickman, .and fresh- compiling 399 points and finishing
men Liz Sand and Josh Masters at in 17th place out of 21 teams.
Dickman, leading the team for
the Great Midwest Classic at Ohio
Northern University last weekend. the seventh consecutive meet, ran
The women's team, led by Sand an outstanding race, finishing 16th
for the third time this year, finished and turning in a time of25:31,just
all of its runners in the top 80 off of his school record 25:25 for
places, and its five scorers were 8,000 meters which he. ran at the
nearly in the top SO of the 5,000 1998 National Catholic Championships. Masters, the next XU finmeter race.
Sand ran a great race to finiSh isher, timed a 27:06and finished in
17th in the 191-runner field, turn- 72nd place in the 192-runner race.
Junior Randy Dublikar (90th
ing in a time of 19:15. She was followed by another freshman, Jamie place, 27:29), senior Dave Michitti
Adams, who came in 31st place, 20 (109th, 27:52) and junior Keith
Crawford (I 12th, 27:56) rounded
seconds behind Sand.
The next four Musketeers' times out the scoring for the Xavier squad.
They were followed by nonwere separated by just seven seconds as sophomore Natalie Lanese scorers freshman Pat Memeck
(44th place), senior Jan Feichtner (120th, 28:40) and senior Mark
(48th), freshman Nichole Moorman Bugner (125th, 28:49). Also, fresh(S 1st) and sophomore .Maggie man Nick B.anaszak entered the
Dunn (52nd)timed a 20:01, 20:03, race as an independent and finished
with a time of 29:30.
20:06 and 20:08, respectively.
McKendree College fromLebaAlso running for XU was sophomore Ruby Kam who came in with non, Ill., took the top team honors
a time of20:42, good for 77th place. with 86 points, and James Kennedy
Clavin College, from Gran.cl from Grace College was the first
Rapids, Mich., took home first individual finisher with a time of
place with an extremely good score 24:32.··
Dickman: wa:s ·name~ .as the
of just l~points:· MikendraMassey
of Park College was the first finisher men's A-10 Performer-of-the-Week
with a time of 17 :41, but since she for his efforts in leading the Mus-

keteers, and Sand was bestowed the
same honors for the women.
Sand was also recognized as the
A-10 Rookie-of-the-Wee.k in
women's competition, and Masters
was awarded the same title for the
men. These are the first such. ·
awards the XU teams have received
this season
At the A-10 Championships next
weekend in Philadelphia, the Musketeers will certainly be looking to
make their mark. The coaches'
polls have the women in 10th and
the men in 11th out of the 11
schools fielding teams in the conference.
. Massachusetts and Virginia Tech
top the women's poll, and La Salle
and St. Joseph's head the men's.
Last season, Xavier finished in 10th
place in both races, edging out St.
Bonaventure each time.
Dickman, who finished 13th last
year with a time of.25:57, will .be
gunning for a spot in the top 10, and
could find himself among the race
leaders if he is having a good day.
The top finisher for the women
last year was sophomore Sarah
Johnstone, who ran a 20:38 and
came in 68th. place. This year's
women's team has more than one
member capable of turning in a top20 performance, which would be a
great step toward helping the MusPHOTO COURTESEY OF SPORTS INFORMATION
keteers improve upon last year's
Senior Dave Dickman(foreground), the A-10 Performer-of-thefinish.
Week, will lead the Musketeers into the A~ 1O Championships
this weekend.
·
·
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Attention, students:
Do you·want to give your parents.
a Christmas present a week until .
·May? ,'.Purchase a gift
subscription for theIIl before
Thanksgiving .Break.
:· r

.··.

We

can help.

Each issue of The }{a,vier Newswire, the campus newspaper, is packed with Xavier news,
· sports, entertainment and opinions. It's the best way to keep up .with the events and happenings that are affecting your son
or daug~ter during their time here.
r----~---~----------------~---------~-----~-----------,

Let

Y 8S !I Sign
me up for a one-year home delivery subs9rlption to
understand I will receive 13 issues over the course of the second semester.
The Xavier

The Xavier

Newswire provide you each

Newswire.

week with:
•In-depth coverage of campus events
• Leading commentary and behindthe-scenes insight into Xavier sports
•Moving features of Xavier campus
personalities and groups
• Important campus security updates

I have enclosed my $15 payment with this form.
1.
Name: ......................................................................... Mail to:
Address: .....................................................................
City/State: ................................... ~.............................
Zip Code: .. ~ ........................................................,........

The Xavier Newswire

Business Manager
3800 Victory Parkway
Cincinnati, OH 45207

Please fill out this form completely and enclose a check or money order for $30 made out to The xavier Newswire. The Newswire is
printed on Wednesday. Subscribers generally receive their issue the Monday after publication.

L-----------------------------------------------------~
.j(

Uncertain of what your future could be?

Career Networking Night
Join us for an evening of career forecasts, job exploration, socializing, and
professional advic:e
Xavier Alumni representing the following career paths and organizations will .
·
be on hand·to share the inside story:
.

.

Accounting, Computer· Science, Education, Financial Services,
International Business, Law, Marketing/Sales and Social Services

A. C. Nielsen
Deloitte and Touche
DuBois Chemicals
Graydon, Head and Ritchey

Great American Insurance
Meridian Diagnostics
. Paine Webber
Pillsbury

Wednesday, October 27, 1999
Open House 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
. Terrace Room, University Center
Sponsored by the XU Cincinnati Alumni Association Career Development Committee and the Career Services Center

Call 745-3081 or 745-4882 with questions

.............................................................................................................
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. Philosophic, pugilistic '.Fight Club'

Jonathan Mosko, Editor
Diversions Desk: 745-2878
DIVERS@xavier.xu.edu

FINCHER'S GUTSY FILM TAKES A SURPRISINGLY SMART PUNCHAT A CONSUMER NATION

whether recalls are economi~
Diversions Writer
cally advisable. - "A is the
"Ir was on the tip of everyone's number of cars in the field with ·
Grammy nominated jazz gui- tongues, we just gave it a name ... the defect, B is the average
tarist Henry Johnson is the next Gentlemen, wekome to Fight Club!" number of injured passengers
installment in the Xavier Jazz "I want you to hit me as hard as you per car and C is the estimated
Guitar Series.
can." "Sir, the first rule of Project cost of an out-of-court settleJohnson has recorded and per~ Mayhem is that you do not tal.k about ment per passenger.. · AxBxC
formed with many jazz legends. Project Mayhem, sir!" "Did you gives us a variable called X; if
He has also managed to establish know that with· enough soap, you X is less than the cost of a rea respected solo career. His Fu- could blow up anything?"
call, we don't do a recall,"
ture Excursions album was cho. Sound familiar? If you haven't Norton tells a horrified acquainsen by Billboard as one of the top heard any o.f the previous lines, .then .tance. ·
100 records of the year and was you haven't been following film in the
The stress of his dehuman- .
nominated for the Soul Train Jazz last few months. Lines like these have izing work and the empty conAward.
made David Fincher's anarchistic sumer lifestyle it provides lead
The performance will be on "Fight. Club" the most controversial Norton to a darkly hilarious exSunday, Oct. 31 at 2:30 p.m ..in movie of the season, and a sort of istential crisis, capped by his inthe Cincinnati Art Museum The- love-it/hate-it litmus test for critics troduction to nihilistic philosoatre. Tickets are $14 and are and audiences alike.
pher/thief'fyler Durden, played
PHOTO COURTESY OF TWENTIETH CENllJRY FOX
available by calling 745-3161.
With release pushed back twice with over-the-top gusto, cha- Edward Norton and Brad Pitt (left to rigtJt) embark on an unusual
·
over the summer because of real-life risma and cruelty by Brad Pitt. business venture in Davind Fincher's "Fight Club." · ·
Together, they start a clandestine turning and sanguine color jump- · man's reason for being should be
shooting sprees, it has its finger di.reedy on the pulse of an enormous na- boxing club where angry, lower- ing out from. the decrepit grunge, in a heartless, capitalist society.
Award-winnir.ig performer
tional dilemma of disenfranchise- middle class white guys meet to angry jump cuts and blurry pans whose only aim is money making,
Charlotte Blake Alston will offer
ment, anger and violence. The best beat the living crap out of each other setting the schizophrenic mood, and but also to follow through with
a free public performance entitled
thing I can say about "FightClub" is as a form of gr•oup therapy. The the most subtle computer-generated some logical, if frightening, an"An Evening of Story and Song.''
.to forget everything you've heard and violence is unsparing and entirely .imagery I have ever seen seamlessly swers. Through Durden's rants, the
The storyteller has performed
go see it. It is hard to watch, but way unattractive, and serves to deeply woven throughout,, all edited to the entire idea of money-lust acquires
across the country at schools,
too smart and too culturally relevant underscore the financial and emo- Dust Brothers' pulsating, hypnotic a novel absurdity- his soap-makcolleges and institutions such as
tional frustration the men live with techno beat.
to miss.
ing take on triangle tradeis the funCarnegie Hall. Her stories, poDavid Fincher is known for dili- niest thing I have seen in recent
Directed by the dark, dark, dark on a daily basis.
ems, monologues and songs inWhen Durden decides to "take gent cinematography - "Seven" memory, a moment worthy of
David Fincher ("Alien3," "Seven,"
corporate the African-American
"The Game," "Eight Millimeter") and Fight Club up a notch," and strike was critically ranked with films like Voltaire, Dickens or Vonnegut.
experience and the universality of
based on the cult novel by Chuck back at the' corporate world that has "Blade Runner" in American
You will not like watching
human emotions.
Palahniuk, "Fight Club" begins with emasculated them, the movie enters Cinematographer's modem top 100 "Fight Club" you will either
The performance will be on
a satirical look at the white-collar life into a stew of really questionable poll last spring - and "Fight Club" love or hate watching "Fight Club."
Saturday, Nov. 13 at 7:30 p.m. at
of an unnamed yuppie narrator played morality and comes up with some is by far the best visual example of If you can open your mind, howthe Jarson-Kaplan Theatre of the
his work. The movie thoroughly ever, and connect with the characmagnificently by Edward Norton. surprising results.
Aronoff Center. For more inforNorton is suffering from debilitating
This movie is enormous. On a . exceeded all my expectations, how- ters, I promise you a rare and powmation, call 241-0343.
insomnia, and a look at his day job in level of sheer ·craftsmanship, it ever, in frs philosophical implica- erful experience that will force you
to reevaluate the direction of your
corporate hell leaves no question why. equals the meticulous best of tions. ·
A furiously funny mix of Sartre life and the society thaishapes it.
Working for a "major car com- Forman, Scott, Lee and Scorsese pany," his primary function is to ex- the cinematography is controlled and Nietzsche, "Fight Club" not
Rating:
The University of Cincinnati
amine defective models and calcufate chaos, with beautifully gaudy cos- only has the audacity to ask what a
College Conservatory of Music
presents a stage version of John
Steinbeck's Pulitzer prize-winH··A P P E N I N G -NOT-SO-LOCAL
A R T S
ni ng American classic The
Grapes of Wrath.
The premiere is on Thursday,
Oct. 28 at 8 p.m. Additional perA CHANCE TO SEE THE TIMELESS WORKS OF A MASTER ARTIST-FOR NOTIDNG
formances will follow at 8 p.m.
on Friday and Saturday, Oct. 29
1'.!!9.~I:\iFa} manipulation Norton Simon Museurri" exhibit at
BY MIKE KOHLBECKER
and 30.
:·:,-:·egf~fr!'.ole in achiev- the Toledo Museum of Art.
Assistant Diversions Editor
Matinees will be at 2:30 p.m.
Who has heard of Picasso? Prob· Throughout the run of the ext~~f~~S,ults.
on Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 30 ably everyone, but it is doubtful that
·ts'.fo:t':'the late 1950s hibit, there will also. be numerous
and 31.
their knowledge expands much
:~Y~veal Picasso's lectures, videos, print classes and
Tickets are $22. Call 556- furthur than "Guernica." .
ch.to that medium. taste tests to compliment the ex4183.
Remember "Guernicat' It's that
\~~uberant prints hibit.
.;~·'.bullfights and
huge painting full of geometric shapes
Here's the best part: The
and artistic genius about the bombNewswire is offering free admission
'Pli.~ ;•:
1
ing of a city.
'ifci::6f his life the to this rare event. Normahates are
Audiences are invited to an
Chances. are, you do not know
~;:~t~
biographical, $5, but the first caller to contact the
early celebration of the nation's
much about his prints. Throughout
e~fobncerns
and ob- Newswire will receive a pair of tick,_.,
favorite holiday in "Thanksgivhis career, Picasso took great pleasure
~fibald humor and ets absolutely free.
ing with the Pops" at 8 p:m. on·
in exploring the possibilities of print.
Just call745-2878 and leave a
9f~tiked Picasso's
Oct. 29, 30 and 31. ·
The result was a set of fascinating
#
f,#ling powers. . message proclaiming, "SEND ME.
The event will feature several
works from one of history's most cre, ... , ,
:~J!q~unity of a life- TO SEE PiCASSO!"
concerts. In addition, the Oct. 29
·f.."W~.A'.It
.
,
·~.·e"s~~works
will be
ative and tormented artists.
Isn't it worth taking a short road
: . : . ' .· .. "~•1"\i.·~"-;~- !['~~·' .
. .
and 30 performances will b.e reThey serve as an illustrated biog1splayed as part11of the "Picasso: trip to Toledo in order to see such a
corded live for a PBS holiday raphy of what he lived, felt and exGraphic Magician, Prints from the rare event?
special.
Tickets are priced from $15 to
$42 and are available by calling
381-3300.
BY DAN GALLAGHER

Jazz guitar

Storyteller

Grapes of Wrath

****

Get your Picasso up to Toledo

PBS taping

.. ,·.. !'
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O New Releases O

llNHFt

Free movie
Need a study break and a few
good laughs? The English Club
will be showing Woody Allen's
comedy "Deconstructing Harry"
on Thursday, Oct. 28 at 7 p.m. if!.,
Alter B-11.
Audiences are invited to stay
for a discussion after the film.

..
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The following discs are due for release on bet. 26 .. ;
Busli, The Science of Things (Trauma) ... Crosby, Stills, Nash, and
Young, looking Forward (Reprise) ... Stone Temple Pilots, No. 4 (Atlantic) ... Kip Winger, Down Incognito (Cleopatra) ... Rob Zombie, American
Made Music to Strip By (lnterscope) ... The Hang Ups, Second Story (Restless) ... Dream Theatre, Scenes from a Memory (Elektra) ... Baby D.C.,
School Dayz (Jive) ... Original Soundtrack, The Insider (Columbia) ...
... all dates are tentative.

Wednesday, Oct. 27 .

Saturday, Oet. 30

Widespread Panic
@ Taft Theatre

Mr. Bungle
@Bogart's

Thursday, Oct. 28

TueSday, Nov. 2

Doobie Brothers
@ Firstar Center

Buzzcocks
w/ Down By Law &
Lunachicks
@Bogart's
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After. the first chorus, the jazz representative of what the band is
beat comes back with a guitar solo about, and cover a wider range of·
overtop. The electric guitar and the musical styles.
This CD earns$$.
jazz sound interweave throughout
- Jonathan Mosko,
the song, showing the more profos~
Diversions Editor
. ;sional mixing skills the boys.have
· ~ultivated since they blew our ear. drunis out a few years agowith •
"Down."·
=-r=-=:-::--::-ll'
While 311 has had a few radio
hits in the past, they are notexactly
known for their song writing tal~
ents.
Exhibit A: this sampling from
311
"Come
Original," the second track .
Soundsystem
on Soundsystem:
warning to the
(Capricorn Records)
crews out there who think they're
If anything could be said about hot I if you're not original rockers
Nebraska q1,1intet 311, it is they are you will get shot." Fair enough, but
a band constantly in-evolution ..
we know the lyrical talents of Nick
From the marijuana-reference Hex um and company can muster.
laced 1994 album Grassroots to . more than this; ·
Eric Clapton
their spacey, postmodern J 996 ~e
There is one more .bone to pick,
Clapton Chronicles: The
lease Transistor, the genre of 31 f but this one isn't with the band.
Best Of Eric Clapton
has always been hard to pin down. This CD carries. the "Parental Ad(Reprise)
Maybe the Beastie Boys+ Filter + visory/Explicit Content" sticker, but
some Prozac?
I only counted the f-word four
Personally, I was a little surRecently, 311 seems to be mov- times, and. never was it used in a prised by the actual existence of this
ing more toward a combination of sexual sense.. Is this what passes disc.
thundering guitars and synthetic for "EX:plicitContent" these days?
.·It would seem that Eric Clapton,
sounds, away from the lighter,
This CD isn't too heavy, it prob- who has accrued a. wealth of hit
catchier hip hop tunes of their early ably won't make you change your songs and platinum-selling records,
albums. In .the same vein, their opinion on social issues; i.t would would have released a greatest hits
newest release, Soundsystem, make pretty good driving music on compilation years ago. I suppose
sounds like it's headed in the same the way home for Thanksgiving.
his Unplugged set from 1992 could
As the latest work of 311, this be confused as such, but Clapton
direction.
However, amidst the occasion- album is. pretty unremarkable. Chronicles is the definitive collecally overwhelming sound, 311 hits Hard-core 311 fans will like it, but tion of Clapton songs released as a
some harmonic high spots.
if you 're looking to get acquainted solo artist, spanning the past 15
For example, the beginning of with the band, a good suggestion years.
track six, "Life's Not a Race," fea- would be to pick up earlier albums
Ultimat~ly, there is nothing overtures a little lounge-jazzy interlude. Music or Self-title,d. They are more whelmingly original to be said

"a
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about Clapton's songs. They are an Way to End an Otherwise Wonderful Album, Street Version.''
instant joy to return to.
Eric Clapton has spent decades
The'·disc includes such recent
hits as "Change the World" and the transforming songs with his poimournful "Tears in Heaven," as gnant vocal delivery as well as his
well as Bo Diddley's blues classic passionate guitar work.
The magical balance of the two
"Before You Accuse Me (Take a
distinct elements appears perfectly
Look at Yourself)."
Of course, no Clapton disc on "River of Tears" and "Running
would be complete without the ra- on Faith.''
The slow, melodic "River of
dio-abused "Layla." The Unplugged rendition of the song finds Tears" achieves a moment of transcendence as he cries: "I wish that
its way onto the disc.
Clapton ineludes two new songs I could hold you I One more time,
on the album: "Blue Eyes Blue" just to ease the pain." It feels as if
from the "Runaway Bride" the songs materialize as he plays
soundtrack and "I Get Lost" from them; never contrived, always exthe recent Bruce Willis movie "The traordinary.
Clapton himself is the complete
Story of Us."
The former song is stunning. manifestation of passion. He elWritten by Diane Warren, who has evates the emotional power of each
wfitten a slew of hits in the past I 0 song to offer an unparalleled. colyears or so, including "I Don't Want . lection of songs.
Clapton
to Miss a Thing" and "Unbreak My Chronicles breathes with energy
Heart." Clapton's soft intonations and life.
balance the powerful orchestration,
. This CD earns $$$$.
- Adam Ziemkiewicz,
creating a wonderfully emotional
Diversions Writer
song.
"I Get Lost" stands as a bit of a
departure for Clapton. The lyrics
of the song are, as usual, strong.
Sadly, however, the song incorpo$$$$ - An instant classic!
rates a drum machine, similar to the
$$$ - Pick this up on your next
effort of Cher's recent release. The
trip to the record store.
song ends up being a twisted attempt at a dance hit. So, you can
$$ - This is worth dubbing from
look forward to the single release
a friend.
of the song holding such spin-off
versions as "IfIWere Still in Cream
$ - Makes a better frisbee
this Wouldn't Have Happened Remix" or the "What an Unfortunate

I.E.
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'Bringing Out the Dead'·----· It's like 'ER' on speed
MARTIN SCORSESE'S SCHIZOPHRENIC COMEDY/DRAMA IS LIKE A RIDE IN A RUNAWAY AMBULANCE
BY JASON FABER
Contributing Writer

Piercing into the sleepless and
haunting life of a paramedic with
severe personal prqblems, Martin
Scorsese ("Casino," "Cape Fear,"
and "Goodfellas" to name a few)
extracts a dark comedy that will
keep you fascinated for two of the
shortest hours. of your life.
Set in New York City i.n the early
'90s, "Bringing Out the Dead"
gives the audience a glimpse into
the vastly stressful life ·and internal
turmoil of Frank Pierce, an EMS
paramedic on the graveyard shift.
Over the span of 48 hours, the
neurotic Frank Pierce (Nicholas
Cage) deals with his inner demons
and guilt over losing so many
people, especially a homeless girl
named Rose whose spirit haunts
him regularly.
Based on a novel by Joe
Connelly, the cast of"Bringing Out
the Dead" is just one quality of the
film which alone makes it worth·
seeing. With the drama of Cage and
Tom Sizemore and the comedy of
John Goodman and Ying Rhames,
"Bringing Out the Dead" gives the
audience a rollercoaster ride of dark
feelings and melancholy emotions
that would make Edgar Allan Poe
groan.
Striving to understand and come
to terms with his hallucinations and
haunting feelings, Pierce works the
graveyard shift for a week during
which he rides in the ambulance
with several characters, the first of

which is Larry (Goodman), a cynical man. with hopes of being a captain.
His antics with Marcus
.(Rhames), a veteran paramedic who
is as wise about dealing with the
stress of the job .as he is in matters
of love, serve as a great source of
comic relief from the intense. drama.
Finally, Frank ends up with the
friendly, but often violent, Tom
(Sizemore). During this time,
Frank's relationship with a victim's
daughter, Mary (PatriciaArquette),
grows and helps Frank in his hope
to once again sleep with a clear conscience.
'Frank's journey to the brink of
insanity and back make the movie
a psychological drama and spiritually uplifting experience. Martin
Scorsese;s cast makes this film
worth the six bucks you paid for it,
and so much more. The drama· of
the movie stands by itself as an accomplishment, which induces several wary feelings and emotions
into the audience, while the comedy rages on as a subplot.
The dark.comedy (much better
than that of Jim Carrey in "The
Cable Guy") speeds through the
film and even makes the audience
feel like they are almost guilty for
laughing at the antics of the paramedics, which ,so often deal with
death and horror lightly.
As if the acting were not en9ugh,
the experimental photography separates this movie from anything else
on the silver screen.

From jittery scenes. to outra- audience with piercing and funky.
geous camera angles as the ambu- tunes, which range from '70s
lance speeds through the streets of rhythm and blues to '90s alternaNew York, the cinem~tography des- tive rock with such artists as REM,
ignates Scorsese as a true evolution- · Van Morrison, The Who and UB40.
aiy director and original artist.
The special effects serve the
In one scene, the grieving movie by showing the ghosts of
daughter Mary is viewed from three those Pierce could not save.
different angles, each consecutively
The makeup alone, which shows
put next to each other, stunning the how destitute and tired Pierce and
audience and propelling the movie his coworkers are and displays the
forward, making it that much more horror the paramedics see and ininteresting. Several scenes are teract with, strikes the audience
crafted so the ce:nter of the movie with the appropriate nausea to have
screen is crystal clear while the the full experience of the paramededges are faded to center the atten- ics. However, with many artistic
tion upon the worn face of Pierce. movies, there is such a sense of
The audience finds itself wonder- complexity that the movie 'may not
ing what other weird shots Scorsese be received well by all those in the
composed this movie with.
audience. The story line is not as
Along with the fascinating clear cut and the movie actually reangles, the soundtrack strikes the quires thinking to get the most out

of it. Thus, it is not a simple movie
to be taken lightly and seen with
only a half-intention of paying attention.
Like several other movies, such
as "The Thin Red Line" and "The
Shawshank Redemption," I do not
think "Bringing Out the Dead" will
attract the droves of people and the
praise of millions like "Saving Private Ryan" or "Forrest Gump" did.
Nevertheless, I implore you to
try "Bringing Out the Dead" because it is definitely one movie you
do not want to miss on the big
screen, and regardless of its dreary
drama and its dark comedy, it will
keep you interested and entertained
for two hours that pass like two seconds.
Rating:

****

· Hey, we still need people to write for Diversions ...
SO IF YOU LIKE ...
MOVIES,

THEATER

OR MUSIC

... call X-2878 and ask for Jonatha
'---------------------------------·------·----·--·-··--·-··--·-·-···-··--···-..····---··
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Can't get enough Matthew Perry? Here's your fix
.
BY JULIE SMALLWOOD
Contributing Writer

When I walked into the theater,
I had my doubts. about "Three to
Tango." The title alone is a huge
turnoff. As the opening c.redits
rolled, I grew ~ven more cynical.
There were silhouettes of people
swing dancing on giant instruments
while Brian Setzer·. wailed in the
background.
It took all I had to keep my recently consumed dinner from making an embarassing reappearance
through the same orifice by which
it had disappeared; Then Matthew
Perry showed up - with blonde
highlights no less! I feared I would
have to break open a package .of
crackers and find a bottle of wine
to cope with the cheesy content of
this film.
But as I watched, the movie grew
on me like a strange rash.
Unsuspectingly, J was sucked into
the cute romantic world that is
"Three to Tango."
How had this happened? What
made me walk to the parking lot
uttering the words "I thought it was
good?"
It wasn't necessarily the plot.
Although it was somewhat creative,
it had an overall stench of triteness.
Its main character, Oscar Novack
(Perry), is an architect, along with
his partner Peter Steinberg, played
by Oliver Platt.
They have the opportunity to interview with a new Chicago tycoon,

LIKABLE CAST SAVES 'THREE TO TANGO' FROM THE CHEESE FACTORY
Charles
Newman
(Dylan
McDermott), for a chance at a $90
million project.
Because Peter is gay, Newman's
secretary assumes that Oscar is as
well, and through misinterpreted
statements and the false testimony
of the scheming architectural rivals,
Decker & Strauss, the assumption
is decidedly confirmed.
Newman decides to hold a
highly publiciz~d competition between the two firms, with which he
will d~termine the winner. of the
project after large-scale models of
each design are built. Like any
other handsome, powerful tycoon,
Newman has a mistress, the glassblowing artist Amy Post, played by
Neve Campbell.
And like any other handsome,
powerful tycoon with a mistress, he
is overly jealous of her ex-boyfriends,
especially
Kevin
Cartwright (Cylk Cozart), a pro
football player nicknamed Ponde. rosa due to an ... ahem ... impressive body part. Newman solicits
Oscar to keep an eye on her, and he
does, but (you guessed it) Oscar
falls f 0r her.
Soon after, Oscar discovers the
only reason Newman asked him to
befriend her was because he thinks
Oscar is gay. Afraid to upset his
prospective boss, he quietly accepts
the role, but soon he finds himself
on the front page of the business
section under the heading "Proud
to be Gay." Soon everyone thinks

.

he's gay- his parents,
his friends, Amy, even
complete strangers.
Now, as Peter says,
. "You've made a big
gay bed, and now you
must slumber gayly in
it!"
Oscar must face his
growing feelings for
Amy, a nomination for
Gay Professional of the .
Year and his secret of
being straight.
The story works
mainly due to its great ..
cast Perry is adorable
in his usual "Chandleresque" way.
Campbell· could
make any guy (heterosexual, that is) swoon,
· PHOTO COURTESY OF WARNER BROS. FILMS
and McDermott por- Matthew Perry and Oliver Platt (left to right) make prank phone calls in
.trays the intimidating Warner Brothers new romantic comedy "Three to Tango."
·
tycoon just as superbly
as Oliver Platt provides the comi- I think you'll like it. Hey, it brought
Rating:
(highly masculine
cal. gay friend (a trend in toda)"s out the little sliver of romance in men proceed with caution)
movies and sitcoms). Oscar's three this cynic, why not you?
. football buddies are great comedic
sidekicks.
The movie's absurdity works as
well. How could you not like a film
that uses a man vomiting up a tuna
melt on the sidewalk to provoke a
sentimental look from its main
character?
"Three to Tango" is a good date
film, chick-flick or will entertain
anybody with a remote sense of
humor. Once you give it a chance,

***

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
-Now Hiring-

at

~errari~
-Little Italyantl ':Ba6rg
- SERVERS
- HOSTS/HOSTESSES
- PISH.WASHERS
MADEIRA
7677 Goff Terrace
across from Kroger's
272-2220

- Part-time & Full-time
- Great experience
-·Great job
MONTGOMERY
11384 Montgomery Road
In the shops at Harper's Point
489-9771•·

LUNCH: Monday-Friday 11 :30-2:30 p.m.
DINNER: Monday-Thursday 5:00-10:00 p.m.,
Friday7 Saturday · 5:00-11 :00 p.m.,
& Sunday 4:00-9:00 p.m.

Interview witli w 10:00 a.m. ;. 6:00
p.m. ( Monaay-Saturaay)

Monday - Friday

. 7:30 - 5:30. '
..

Mon.-Thurs 9:00-8:00
Friday
9:00-6:00
Satur~a
10:00-5:00

weekofOCfOBER 27, 1999
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Singers,'. .
Singer/Dancers
.

'

.

. .Musicians
DJ.'s

PEANUTS™
Costume

·r1v1. J•.

·characters

EHHRTAIHMENT
Houses and Apart- ·
ments for rent
for Ute 2000·2001
school yearr

AUDlllON JOUR

Ashland, Ohio ..

· Cincinnati; Ohio

Wednesday; November 3, 1999
AShland University
Arts & Humanities Building , Theatre Department·
Auditions: 1:30-3:30 p.m.

Columbus Area (Westerville, OH)
Thursday, November 4, 1999
Otterbein College
Battelle Fine Arts Center
Auditions: 'J:30- 6:30 p.m.

, Thursday, Novell)ber 11, 1999
Holiday Inn Eastgate ·
Terrace
··
Auditions: 5:30- 7:30 p.m.

.321-3100
Pregnancy
Problem
Ce.nter, East, Inc.

·CallleAnn
at
772•0909'

· Sandusky, Ohio
Monday, November 22, 1999
· Cedar Point
. Radisson Harbour Inn
Auditions: 12:00-4:00 p.m.

·. POSITIONSALSOAVAll.ABLE
Costume Shop Personnel• TechniC:ians •Assistant Choreographer
Call (419) 627-2390 for:further information

NEW'SW'fRE

For additional sites or Information contact:
.. Cedar Point Live Entertainment
P. 0. Box 5006, Sandusky, OH 44871-5006
(419) 627 ~2390 • www.cedarpoint.com
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Off-Campus Housing
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1005 Dana Avenue.

-Free heat .
-Walk to campus
-Cable hook-up·
-Parking
'-Air-Conditioning

SOM ETl·M ES IT'S NlCE TO
WORltON A CClMPUTER

Accepting Applications
$320and up

that doesn't smell like old pizza.

Manager: Art

Office:

961 ..3786

474-5093

·Downing Scholarship.

I.

for Xavier business students

I

kinko•s·
Express Yourself
.

.

'

·.PHOTOCOPYING, ·PRESENTATION SERVICES, COMPUTER RENT~~S; ,COLOR PRINTING;
BINDING AND PRETTY MUCH ANYTHING ELSE YOU CAN THINK OF TO MAKE YOUR POINT.™·
r----------~-------~------------~

1

·BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
COMPUTER SERVICE RENTAL

~~..l~":'mi::r-....=r::nt.=1:11:U.t·.::..1•:M~"it'=

cilm. ~!!Ill not bl""""""" 111dl1Ml nldllllllallw-. a11ws arllsCllllb. lllllrnlNilllnll~llmlodf llld!!lllnolbl-aroreillldllli:/•

===:.r:i:..-.:.•-r11YbJIDca11111. ._.,nrold-.prolll ar
·VlllD fJ FAlllDllll lDCfJlllH Dl.Y.

'----"'--------~~~----J~~~J
FAIRBORN • 2646 COLONEL GLENN HWY. • 93·7-429-2585
24 HOURS l 7 DAYS A WEEK • I .:eo0-2-KINKOS • WWW.KINKOS.COM
·ttl999 Klnllo's, Inc. IOll'•'•lllf Kfllb'ilxp1tJS Yo11H1111f rtqltl.,... lradel1111111 of KIM•'• Vtnllllfs, Inc, .nd wt Utfdby ~lsslOR. M ~bnstrvtd
Ki1flo's ""hs wnlllfl 1>«mlsslon tom lh• CDt>lfifll holder n order lo.....,, Ill'/ etpyrtqflltd won.

• ·Receive a scholarship of $2,000 per semester for
three semesters ·
• Work on a research project with a business professor
• Teamupwithabusinessmentor
· To be eligible for th_e Downing Scholarship, ·
yo·u must:·

•
•
.·•
•

be a business student
be a junior (55+ hours)
have 3 semesters remaining at Xavier
be a student in good standing, 2.000 GP A or
above
·

For an application or more information, contact:
Ms. Cindy Stockwell, Williams College of Business
WCB Building, 2nd Floor. Tel: 745-3131
. Deadline for applications is Monday, November 1.
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If you like to throw things, hit
things, yell things, enjoy random
statistics, have· a crush on Dan
Patrick or just possess a Y chromosome (though I think the last
two are analogous), this is the
most· wonderful time of the year.
You've got the World Series, the
NHL, pant loads of football, and
hey, isn't rhythmic gymnastics
just around the corner? This
sporting madness manifests itself in different forms. Maybe
you play ping-pong all day, constructing elaborate tournaments
to declare. a champion among
your people. Perhaps your game
is more a matter of life or death,
like co-rec intramural slow pitch
softball. No matter what you
play, remember the sign at the
Calendar City Municipal Gym:
"Play like a champion today, the
kind of champion that wrings
humiliation out of their opponent in victory and runs away
crying and whining like
chardonet in defeat." (It's a big
sign.)

Look down. No, your fly is
fine, I mean down the page. See
anything interesting? "Light
maintenance" ringfng your bell?
How about "assembling medical
l.D. cards?" Could be fon and illegal. While working at the Cupboard does sound like nasty good
times, let me suggest a more dynamic career move. Go to the Student-Alumni Career Networking
Night, where you can schmooze
your buns into a frenzy with
alumni from every field from A to
HELP WANTED
Make $25+ per hour! Direct sales representatives
needed now! Market credit
card applications. $5 per app.,
we help you get started! Call
(800) 651-2832.
SPRING BREAK 20001
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida& South Padre.
Call USA Spring Break for a
free brochure and rates and
ask how you can go for free!
Call (888) 777-4642 or visit
www.usaspringbreak.com
SPRING BREAK 20001
#1 Spring Break 2000 vacations! Book early & save!
Best prices guaranteed!!!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida! Sell trips, earn cash
& go free! Now hiring campus
reps! Call (800) 234-7007.
www.endlesssummertours.com

.\'..',;'

HELP WANTED
Law office runner needed.
Will run errands, make deliveries and do court filings. College student is preferred. Will
work in White Oak office. Requirements: have an insured
automobile, valid driver's license and a strong work ethic.
$7.50 per hour plus mileage
and compensated for other
out of pocket expenses. ·
Please send resume to:
Michael J. Bergman, Esq.,
6020 Cheviot Road, Cincinnati, OH 45247.
FOR RENT
A 2-3 bedroom apartment
in a quiet building across
street from Xavier. Includes
carpet, laundry and garage.
Available now for $625/$675.
Please call 961-5555 for
more info.
.'

·THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

versity Center Theatre at 7:30
·p.m.
For the grand finale today, the
longest Friday in' the world, all
you have left to do is go to the
women's soccer game. Techni·By Jennah Durant To·-place(~n i~em in the calendar, calli45-3122 or mail to Ml 2129. .cally I guess that would. be one of
s (accounting to social services, tume-paloozas, two of ·Which stick a ne~dle in your eye, I . the first .things you do, since the
·.universe lives.chronologically.
overlap for two and a half hours.
mean forearm, you'll get a free
that is.) Create your web of inTwo cheers for planning . and.
palm reading. What is this about · I'm not m~kirig any serise. Anytrigue in the Terrace Room from
way, 7 p:m~. vs;. ·Fordham at
6-8 p.m.
foresight! They are all variathe dry fun, you 're asking?
·
·
tions on the basic holiday
Well, if you have less blood in · . Corcoran. ·
If you 're going to be .a growntheme, so I'll just letter the opyou, the Mountain Dew will take
up arid get a job, you might as well
tionsand to make iteasier: A.)
affect much more quickly.
get started drinking coffee soon.
costumes, B.) small children,
October 30
Why not start today? At 3:30
and therefore C.) a proliferation
What makes you happy? ·
p.m.? In the Romero Center?
The Beatles once said, "Sant
Friends make you happy. Togeth~ ·
of Pokemon costumes, D.)
During the International Coffee
erness. makes you happy. A bas- · Les instruments qui vont tres bien
candy, E.) sticking your face in
Hour.? Sound good? ·So I'Il see
ketful of shiny new puppies makes · ensembles." With those immortal
a tubful of communal water/spit
.
words, they anticipated tonight's
you there? Great.
you happy. But most of all; beer
mix to retrieve apples everyone
instrumental. ensembles concert
makes yol1 happy. Senior Board
else has taken a bite of, F.) alcoby approximately 50 years.. I
wants you tobe happyfor an enhol, G.) from 4-6 p.m. in the
think the Dali Lama told them
tire hour, and they can even susdorms, H.) from 8-11 p.m. in the
October 28
pend the space-time continuum to . that. But the Lama dicin '.t tell
Kuhlman basement, I.) in the Di~
make .. that happy hour last three · · them it would be at the UniverWe English majors like to deversity Theme House at. 3 717
sity CenterTheatre at :30 p~m.
times··as long, from 4~7 p.m.
fude ourselves with the idea we
Ledgewood from 9-12 p.m.
have relevence as human beings
You'll be happy at R.P.
Here we go:
. McMurphy's. because you'll get
outside an education environ~
specials on pints. Also, you'll be
ment. fa this vein, the English
College Frie.nds: A., B:,
happy because you'll be in Hyde
Club has. ventured beyond the
October 31
definetly C., E. and F. Lots and
borders of overhead projectors and
Park on Wasson Avenue a couple
Here's the second French leslots of F. No, just kidding.
has gone multi-media on us.
son of the week, courtesy of the
.blocks from the nice Kroger.
women's soccer opponent. It's
They're showing the movie
What more does life require?
Natural Ties: A., D. and G.
LaSalle, which translates to "The
"Deconstructing Harry" at 7 p.m;
:possibly B., I'm not sure, s·o
If you're like me, you did some ·. .Salle." Clever; n 'est-ce pas? Go
in Alter B-11. It's a Woody Allen
maybe C. as welL
time in Southeastern Ohio.·· Liv- · time is 1 p.m. at Corcoran.
movie, for those of you who are
fans or are just avid incest supDiversity: A., D., E. and I.
ing, I mean. People there say
• .··
•
porters. (Settle down, KentuckMore specifically, no F.
things like "tar" .and ."far''.. when
.
~" : ~
ians, I wasn't mentioning you
they really mean "tire" and "fire." .. , ••• - • ---•
specifically.)
Get all that? I hope so, because
They also say stuff like, "It's up
November 1
I'm really confused right now.
'air a fur piece" when they mean
Nothing!
"you have a long way to go." It's
Time to G., 0. to the next item.
a crazy place. Consequently, if
October 29
they were going to this event,
The Village has a way to faHere's the dilly-a. If you're
theywould be going to a "kwar" ·
cilitate the dry fun tonight.
November 2
not going to a Halloween party;
concert instead of a choir conThey're sponsoring a blood drive
you're a lahoo-zer. There are a
Nothing but ElectionDay, and
cert. Nb matter how.theywould
in the big communal room thingie
myriad of club~sponsored coswho cares aboufthat?.
..
say it, they would go to the Uni~
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. After they

'flj(iliJ•!\1
•.

iI ;111;;11]!\j
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HELP WANTED
Spring Break 2000 with
STS-Join America's #1 student tour operator to Jamaica,
Mexico, Bahamas, cruises
and Florida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Call (800) 648~
4849 or visit:
www.ststravel.com

FOR RENT
Norwood 2- and 3-bed. room apartments. Newly renovated kitchen and bath, hardwood floors, laundry, off-street
parking and clean. Price:
$450 and $600 + utilities. Call
861-4111.
NEED CASH??
$$$ for mint CDs! Tristate's best selection of alternative, hard core, hip hop,
rock, R&B and rap. New and
used CDs, cassettes, vinyl.
Posters and collectables.
Everybody's Records, 71North to Ridge Avenue-North.
6106 Montgomery Road, Cincinnati. (513) 531-4500.
HELP WANTED
Want to work for Chicago's
best companies? The best
entry-level growth opportunities tor college students and
grads. Top paying full-time and
temporary positions. Jobs Include: administrative, customer service, HR & Market·
Ing assistants, finance professionals. Call now to work during winter break or to get your.
career search started! Advanced Personnel, (f!88) ACAREER, or visit us at:
acareer@advancedgroup.com
RETAIL JOB
Retail management- full/
part-time. Must have retail ex·
perience. The Cupboard,
2613 Vine St. Call 281-811 O.

·TUE-SDAY

c I a s s i f i e d s.
Classifieds are 25 cents per
word with a $5 minimum. To ··
place your classified, call the
advertising manager at
745-3561 .
SPRING BREAK 2000
"The Millennium." A new
decadence in travel. Free
trips, free meals & drinks. Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, Barbados & Bahamas. Book be·
fore Nov. 5 for free meals and
2 free trips. Book before Dec.
17 for lower prices! Call (800)
426-771 o or visit us at:
www.sunsplashtours.com
SPRING BREAK
Browse icpt.com for Spring
Break "2000." ALL-destinations offered. Trip participants,
student organizations & campus sales reps wanted. Fabulous parties, hotels & prices.
Call Inter-campus at (800) .
327-6013.
SPRING BREAK
Act now! Call for the best
Spring Break prices! South .
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida
& Mardi Gras. Representatives needed ... travel free,
earn $$$. Discounts for 6+.
Call (800) 838-8203 or visit
www.leisuretours.com ·
FOR SALE
Carpet- plush, beige, like
new condition, no stains. Ap·
proximately 13 X 25 ft. with
padding (covers 2 bedrooms).
$50 OBO. Loveland 697-8824.

SKI 2000 &
MILLENNIUM FIESTA
Crested Butte Jan. 3-B
beginning at $329 (5 nts).
New Year's in Mexico via
TWA Dec. 2B (5 nts) & Jan. 2
(6 nts). Book now (800)
TOUR-USA.
Visit
www.studentexpress.com
FOR RENT
Location: 3964 Regent.
Short-term rental from Dec.
'99-May '00. 3-bedroom
($600/mo.) and 1-bedroom
($400/mo.) in nice 2-family (or
entire house for $850/mo.) +
utilities. Washer/dryer included. Please call 984-B576.

HELP WANTED
Approximately. 1/4 mile
from Xavier at the corner of
Cleneay Avenue and Montgomery Road. We have an immediate opening for a part-time
cashier/operator. Reliability Is
imperative. The hours required
are Mondays (5-9 p.m.), Tues·
days (5-B p.m.), Wednesdays
(5-9 p.m.) and Saturdays (10 ·
a.m.- 4 p.m.). Approximately ·
17 'total hours per week, To interview, call Mr. Elmlinger at
531-5500 from B a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

.EARN MONEY
HELP WANTED
We're looking for men. and
Design firm needs dependable person· for light . womeri to deliver the n.ew tele. p)ic:ine directories from Cincin- .
maintenance, janitorial and
general assistance. Must be · natl Bell. Work in your area,
· work full-time or part-time and
a self-starter and preferably
experienced. This is a posi- · get.paid upon completion of
each .route. To qualify, you must
tion of responsibility and trust.
be 1B or older, have a valid
Top-notch clientele contracts.
driver's license and social seWill work with school sched. curity .card and have an insured
ule; ·Apply by faxing a per-.
vehicle:To ·apply, call Monday
sonal letter outlining experithrough Friday, 9:30 a.m. - 5
ence to (513) 621-5771.
p.m. Call (BOO) 979-797B. Directory Distributing AssociaTEACHERS·ECE
tion. We are an EOE.
Flexible hours! Competitive pay! Great experience!
HELP WANTED
NAEYC accredited; Head
Servers/Bartenders Start program seeking moTired of working until dawn?
tivated and energetic teachCincinnati Magazine's "best"
ers! Full-day childcare in
restaurant is seeking partHyde Park, Harrison, Walnut
time help. Busy, wine/beer
Hills & Westwood. Infant,
only, flexible, reasonable
toddler, preschool, school
hours, good $$$. Also seekage programs. PIT mornings
ing hosVess, day deli clerks,
and afternoons, Call 961busser/dishwashers. Apply in
2696 or fax resume to 961person at Dilly Deli Wines &
1160. EOE ..
Gourmet, 6818 Wooster, be·
hind Starbucks, Mariemont.
BABYSITIER NEEDED
Part-time babysitter
needed in my Symmes
FOR RENT
Township home. Experience
Houses are within walkand references a must!
ing distance from school.
Please call 489-9510 if interEquipped with appliances, 4
ested.
bedrooms and washer/
SPRING BREAK 2000
Cancun and Jamaica as
low as $399. Reps wanted!!!
Sell 15 and travel free. Lowest price guaranteed!ll'For information, call (800) 446-8335
or visit: www.sunbreaks.com
HELP WANTED
Immediate openings students earn $375-$575
weekly processing/assembling medical l.D. cards from
home. Experience unnecessary ... we train you! Call
MedlCard (541) 3B6-5290,
ext. 300.

dryer. Locations include
1600 and 1606 Brewster,
and. 3550 Woodburn. Call
321-0045 or 421-9421.
FREE BABY BOOM BOX
+EARN $12001
Fundraiser for student
groups & organizations. Earn
· up to $4 per MasterCard app.
Call for Information or visit our
iNeb site. Qualified callers receive a free baby boom box.
Call (BOO) 932-0528 ext.119 or
try
ext.125.
www.ocmconcepts.com

